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Vision
Delivering health and prosperity

Values
Customer Orientation
Providing products and services of the highest standards to the internal members and
external customers
Commitment
Be dedicated to our responsibilities (towards our job, organisation, and customer)
with honesty and confidence
Teamwork
Cooperation and trust with appropriate participation of all concerned
to achieve the desired objectives
Innovation
Create, implement and replicate new ideas to continuously realise improvements
Quality first
Practice process and orientation and excellence in all our actions
to create new benchmarks

Live out values to realise vision
Realisation of vision is by living out the
core values. The process of imbibing of
values requires efforts intellectually;
by clearly understanding, emotionally;
by absorbing and spiritually; by not
only believing but upholding the
values all the time.
The vision and values of K S Oils are given above. We invite stories and experiences, which bring out
these values in action. Please send in your write-up to the executive editor at
akshara.communications@gmail.com
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From the Editor-in-Chief

M

y industrialist friend from Mumbai is
at it again! He is such a good friend
who never hesitates to speak his
mind. Thus he wrote:
"Have received the new issue of "Mustard
Magic".....it's better than the first issue....well
done....keep it up!
A suggestion....our Chairman RCG looks a bit overweight in
the pics....as a PR exercise, recommend him to join a gym and
reduce a bit....then his photos will come out better....and the
company will "feel" healthier.......as investors, people look at the
long term prospects of a company......and a 'healthy' or
physically 'fit' top management sends out the message that 'we
mean business'. The CMD of any company is akin to the Chief
of Army.....how would we view an army general who's not that
'fit'......it's a question of sending the right message down the
line.......please take my observation in the right spirit......no
personal offense meant to anyone......just sharing my thoughts
with you......as otherwise the image makeover of KS is
absolutely on the right track!"
I read his note with a positive frame of mind and replied:
"RCG does go for a walk everyday and spends about 40
minutes. He does not drink and has no bad habits except that he
is a workaholic. His diet perhaps needs control.
I would certainly show this to the chairman and am certain
he will take it in the right spirit.
Feel free to voice your views without any hesitation. I
appreciate that your comments are well intended and is being
viewed positively.”
Having said that, I was still lost in a thought process about
what my friend had said. It was extremely significant and it
would be unfair if I dealt with the issue in a cursory manner. We
do need an aggressive focus on "personal health" without which
we cannot achieve "corporate health". And the sweep has to
embrace all the employees.
Therefore, we thought we will fully exploit the medium
available through the magazine, which has become very
popular, and we designed this issue as a "Health Special", dealing with personal health in a holistic manner, taking a look at
diet & nutrition, physical fitness, exercise regimen, yoga,
psychological well being, particularly as a parent and stress
management. We have endeavoured to make this a collector's
edition and trust the concepts would remain useful to the
readers for a long period of time.
R Ganesh

* As results of treatments and remedies vary from individual to individual,

* Akshara Team

you are advised to consult a qualified medical practitioner / physical
trainer prior to practicing any remedies and exercises given herein.
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Health First
From a company director who 'dance walks' to the
rhythm of his i-Pod to a plant employee who tends to
his vegetable garden, KS Oil believes in keeping it
simple and healthy, discovers Amit Dagar

W

orking with a vision to create a healthy India and to
deliver
health
and
prosperity, K S Oils hasn't put a foot
wrong in the past couple of years. And
the credit undoubtedly goes to its chairman Mr Ramesh Garg, who has not
only led from the front, but also created
a team of people, who are equally
motivated and committed to the
company's vision. The top management
is not just a great example of what can
be achieved by self-belief and determination, but also of healthy living. The
employees, who are from across the
country with diverse socio-economic
and cultural backgrounds, have
imbibed these values of their seniors.
Team Akshara spoke to some of them…

We start with KSO managing
director, Mr Sanjay Agarwal and
executive director, Mr R Ganesh. They
might be two different individuals from
different socio-cultural backgrounds,
but their work ethos, philosophy of life
and belief in a healthy lifestyle is
completely in sync.
"I am in love," says Mr Ganesh. In
love with his job and is totally excited
with the opportunity it has provided to
make a difference to the lives of so
many employees. In personal life, he
says, he is in love with his young
girlfriend, who has added tremendous
value to his life. "My two-year-old
granddaughter is my life now. I enjoy
spending time with her and it gives me
the energy to keep going" And work?
"I'm in total control of myself. I have
reached a stage where I'm not
prejudiced by how other people would
perceive my actions. I believe in
myself and do what I

feel is right. So, without any intentions
to offend anyone, I continue to walk my
way," he says.
But, at the same time, he can be
very demanding. "I am intolerant of
imperfection and I expect high work
standards from colleagues." Yet, in case
of any lapses, he does not lose his cool.
"I don't get angry. I just use stern
language, as I hate the chalta hai
attitude," he says and adds, "Having
said what I have to, I am my normal
self the next moment."
A healthy mind in a healthy body?
At 54 years, Mr Ganesh feels younger
and healthier than ever. Ask him the
secret behind his good health and
energy, despite the demanding
travelling schedules and long office
hours and he puts it in one word "satisfaction- with his work and his life
in general, which easily overcomes any
physical exhaustion related to age"
Besides, he is very regular with his
daily routine. Every morning, he goes
for an hour's walk and often sweats it
out in the gym, but not without a trainer. He also consults a dietician to keep
an eye on his extra kilos. In fact, he
likes to "dance walk". Music is his passion and during morning walks and
while travelling, he prefers to put his
iPod to good use by listening to a variety of music, classical, filmy, fusion,
etc.
With his wife working in Mumbai,
Mr Ganesh lives alone in Morena and
one would have thought food would be

Extreme left: Rustam Singh (Cabinet Minister, Govt of Madhya Pradesh)
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a problem. Not for him. Sita Ram, the
caretaker at Kothi No 2 (his address in
Morena), takes care of his tastebuds
well. Besides, Mr Ganesh is not as
demanding about food as he is about
work. His breakfast consists of fruits
and lassi. And, despite being a South
Indian, rice is not an essential part of
his daily diet. But yes, he likes to make
his own 'Madrasi' filter kapi.
Three glasses (each makes half
normal size cup) a day of kapi are
enough to keep him in good spirits.
Khichadi, which is his dinner these
days, is something that he discovered
only recently. "For the last 53 years, I
never tasted this dish and now, it's my
only dinner," he says. After dinner, he
likes to watch either television or be
back in the august company of his cute
girlfriend on the computer.
"I like to be in bed by 10.30 pm, but
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Managing director Sanjay Agarwal
stretches out at his residence in Agra

Executive director R Ganesh
sweating it out in the gym
under trainer S Mandelyia

I haven't been very successful of late
and it's mostly midnight when I call it a
day," he says.
But six hours of sleep refresh him for
the day ahead. Mr Ganesh is trying to
make the most of the opportunity that
life has offered him. His motto in life?
Learn to find fun and excitement in
whatever you do.
And an ever cheerful Mr Sanjay
Agarwal (44) does this and much more.
Born and brought up in Agra, Mr
Agarwal is like a breath of fresh air in
the city office. The ever present smile
on his face tells you the secret of his

well-maintained physique. But how
does he manage to keep smiling despite
the pressures and responsibilities that
come along with being the MD of a
company like K S Oils?
"Be it work or food, I like to keep
myself very light," he says. "If there is a
decision to be taken, I don't keep it
pending. If somebody has to be told
something, I tell him then and there.
There's nothing in my mind and heart
after that. This keeps my mind free of
any hassles and also gives me the
energy and breathing space to continue
working for as long as I like," he says.

He can work for 16 hours a day,
without getting bored or tired. Add to
this, the travel time of three hours
everyday from Agra to Morena and
back. Not only this, even when he
touches base early mornings after his
trips from abroad, he makes it to the
office on time (on an average Mr
Agarwal travels over a lakh kms every
year).
A pure vegetarian, Mr Agarwal calls
himself a man with continental tastes.
"I can eat anything vegetarian be it
noodles, pasta or fried rice. And I can
live on fruits and juice," he says.
5
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Cabinet Minister Rustam Singh reading the KS
Oils’ in house journal ‘Sunhari Fasal’

Ghee is strictly prohibited in the
house and the food is also cooked
minus spices. He likes a light breakfast
(porridge, poha with milk).
The lunch depends on his weight.
"If I am on the lower side of my weight
limit, I generally take three chapattis,
otherwise two," he says. And if stays
over late in office (which he normally
is), he buys grams (chana) on his way
to Agra.
But samosa, paranthas, etc are a
strict no, so are sweets. "I take fruits
like bananas, whenever I feel like
eating something sweet," he says.
Also, he very consciously keeps
track of his weight and, as a result, is
always in the near perfect range (76 to
80 kg) for a person of his height (6 ft).
"For the last 10 years, the measurements of my clothes haven't changed,"
he beams.
Being a sportsperson (he represented his college in cricket) earlier in life
has helped. But, for now, it is diet
control and a regular exercise regime
that has led him towards fitness. Also,
while holidaying or during free time in
the evenings, he likes to indulge in his
newfound passion of golf.
"Though sports came to a halt after

6

college, I never gave up exercise," he
informs. Half an hour of exercise (both
yoga and physical) is a must for him
daily. And he credits his better half for
this regularity.
"She works out for almost 45
minutes daily in the mornings and also
keeps me motivated to do the same,"
he says. Every successful man has a
woman behind him, you see!
However, the routine is disturbed
when he is touring overseas. "The
schedule there is so tight that I hardly
get enough sleep. But I try and make
up for my food, by increasing my
intake of fruits and juice," he says.
And despite such demanding work
schedules, stress and tiredness are the
words one dare not think of
associating with Mr Agarwal.
That's again because he enjoys
whatever he does. But yes, he likes
taking a bit of stress, which he feels, is
necessary to improve the quality of
work happening around.
He calls himself more of a listener.
"I am very open to ideas, suggestions
and willing to reconsider my decisions.
I am not rigid and this helps me learn
new things everyday," he says. And he
likes to break free. "I hate sitting in my

cabin. Sitting out and working from
the desks of my subordinates is much
more fun," he says.
The professional work culture and
healthy living styles of Mr Agarwal
and Mr Ganesh has had an impact on
the employees and the same is reflected in their satisfied faces and the cool
work environment in the city office
and plant, where one can feel a lot of
positive energy.
Taxation might sound a boring,
heavy and tiresome word to many, but
not to her. Born in a Jain family to a
businessman father and housewife
mother, Hem (26) chose to do
something different in life and is
enjoying her job in the taxation
department at the city office.
She realises the importance of good
health and to keep herself fit, goes for
a 40-minute walk every morning to a
fort near her house in Gwalior. "The
morning walk makes me feel fresh and
energetic. It's just the right tonic to
begin my day," she says.
Besides, she also follows a strict
diet pattern. "I avoid paranthas and
take light breakfast," she says. Even
lunch, served in the office canteen,
and dinner at home, are kept simple.
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And when she feels the pressures of
work, she just leaves her seat and
walks around the office, talks to
colleagues like Jaya (to hone her
communication skills).
On seeing slim-trim manager recruitments Jaya Azad, one would be
tempted to assume that she's on a
strict diet and exercise regime.
But looks can often be deceptive. In
fact, like a true member of a sardar
family from Punjab, Jaya likes to eat
heavy and spicy food. From parantha
to samosa, she eats almost everything
that health conscious people generally
avoid.
She carries lunch prepared by her
mother to the office. "Good health is as
much about knowing about the type
and quantity of food that suits your
body as much about exercise and diet
control," she says.
She is also a great example of
people who believe in the "it's all in the
mind" theory. "Everyday is a new day
and it brings along new opportunities
to learn. I enjoy my work and do it to
the best of my capability," she says.
No wonder she was the winner of
the College Queen contest in her
college at Gwalior.
But for Kuldeep Sharma (28) at the
city office, two hours of morning
exercise is a must everyday. "My body
doesn't feel good when I miss my
exercise," says Kuldeep. He gets up at
4.30 am and jogs his way to the gym,
which is about 4 kms from his home.
Six days a week, he follows this
routine to get a body like his idol
Salman Khan. Chana, almond, milk,
lassi, fruits, juice and lots of water are
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Kuldeep Sharma during his morning workout session

part of his daily diet.
"Those two hours give me a lot of
confidence and self-belief," he says
and adds that the morning freshness
remains with him throughout the day.
Another early riser and regular at
the gym is KK Shivhare (35),
popularly known as Lala Bhai in the
plant. His slogan for life - Jaan hai to
jahan hai, varna sab veeran hai.
"What is life without a healthy body?"
he asks.
His day begins at 5 in the morning
when he goes for a one-hour workout
at the gym. Besides, the exercise and a
good diet, which includes milk, fruits
and dry fruits and the secret of his
fitness perhaps, lies in his 'cool' attitude towards life.
Also, as far as food is concerned, he
is open to anything and everything.
Assistant operator in the Boiler
plant at the plant, Chhote Singh (44)
has gone a step ahead and only

consumes home grown vegetables.
While on the one hand his family
gets fresh vegetables, , on the other it
helps him remain physically fit, as he
spends around one-and-a-half hours
daily in his vegetable garden. Not only
this, he is also aware of the nutritional
value of each vegetable.
And add to this the sense of achievement and satisfaction he derives whenever he sees the vegetables in his backyard.
With summer setting in, he plans to
increase his intake of liquids and curd
as this, according to him, keeps the
body cool. And his "master remedy" to
prevent any and every disease?
"Everyday, without fail, I chew on tulsi
leaves," he says.
Charity begins at home. And KS
Oils has not just promoted good health
through its numerous products, but its
management and employees have also
set great examples of healthy living.

The man behind the fit bodies at K S Oils
Mr Surendra S Mandeliya, sports officer of K S Oils Limited,
is the person, who helps the top management and company
employees keep in shape. He is also in-charge of Scholars'
Lawn Tennis, Scholars' Health Club and Scholars'
Naturopathy Centre and the swimming coach cum life guard.
Mr Mandeliya has been training and teaching advance
strength training techniques and is happy to pass on his
knowledge to people coming to him.
"After every training session, it is satisfying to see my
trainees walk away having learnt something that they will
be able to use for years to come and adopt physical activity
as a lifestyle," he says.

As a personal trainer, Mr Mandeliya has worked with people from all walks of life, having different degrees of fitness
and each with his or her own specific goals to achieve.
He specialises in rehabilitation of people with past or present injuries and guides them through advance technique
training and sport specific, leading to faster recovery. "I also
tell them about the importance of balance in diet and training and positive attitude in life," he says.
Any goal, according to him, is achievable with enough
hard work and determination.
And that's how he himself continues to motivate individuals for better physical health.

7
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Dr Ashok Kumar Omar
Cardiologist, Escorts Hospital

The motto 'prevention is
better than cure' is most
apt for heart diseases. An
ounce of preventive effort
today avoids the pound of
treatment needed in future,
advises Dr Ashok Kumar
Omar, with inputs from Dr
Aijaz Mansoor

Heart
facts
H

eart attacks are a major public
health problem. In India, more
than 15 lakh people suffer a
heart attack every year. Heart attacks
are generally termed "Acute Coronary
Syndromes" in medical parlance.
When a blood vessel of the heart is
blocked and the blood flow to a portion
of the heart is suddenly cut off, a heart
attack is said to have occurred. The most
common cause is thrombotic blockage of
the coronary artery, leading to a sudden
decrease in the blood supply of the heart
muscle; if the blockage is severe but not
complete, unstable angina is said to be
present. If complete occlusion of the
heart blood vessel occurs, Myocardial
Infarction occurs with evidence of heart
muscle damage (MI).

8

Symptoms
Acute chest pain or discomfort is the
most common presentation among
patients. Patients may complain of
sweating, anxiety, nausea and
vomiting. Atypical presentations can
occur e.g. acute shortness of breath,
indigestion
like
illness
(upper
abdominal pain and vomiting) and
sudden loss of consciousness.
RISK FACTORS FOR DEVELOPMENT
OF HEART ATTACKS
Most important risk factors associated
with increased risk of myocardial
infarction are
Tobacco abuse: This is associated with a
marked increase in the risk of suffering
an MI and has a synergistic effect with

other risk factors.
Environmental exposure
(second hand smoke) may also
increase the risk of heart disease.
Hypertension: Sustained elevation of
blood pressure > 140/90 defines
hypertension. It is associated with
increased risk of heart disease, stroke
and
kidney
disease.
Lifestyle
modification and medications should be
used to achieve a goal of < 140/90
mmHg.
More
stringent
control
(< 130/90 mmHg) is appropriate if the
patient has additional medical problems
like chronic kidney disease, diabetes or
heart failure.
Diabetes Mellitus: Incidence of coronary
heart disease is two to four folds higher
in individuals with diabetes. Coronary
heart disease is the primary cause of
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Obesity: This increases the risk of
heart disease. A body mass index of
> 25 kg/m2 is considered overweight
and > 30 kg/m2 is obese.
( kg/m² ) weight in kilograms
BMI* = ————————————
height in meters²
*BMI (Body Mass Index)

Treatment

death
in
d i a b e t i c
patients
and
most hospitalisations resulting from
diabetes
associated
complications
are
consequences
of
coronary heart disease.
Dyslipidemia:
Lipids
(fats & oils) in our
blood are of various
types e.g. cholesterol
and its subtypes and Triglycerides. High
density lipoprotein cholesterol (HDL) is
considered the “good cholesterol” and
> 40 mg/dl is desired. Low density
lipoprotein (LDL) cholesterol is the "bad
cholesterol" as it tends to deposit in
blood vessels and predispose to their
blockage. When the lipid levels in our
blood are elevated above normal,
dyslipidemia is said to be present.
High LDL and low HDL cholesterol are independent risk
factors for heart attacks,
including elevated
triglyceride leads.
Family History: This
means the premature heart
attacks in a first degree relative (male
relative < 55 years old, female relative
< 65).

The mortality rates of heart attacks
have dramatically lowered from
30-35% to the current 6-10%, due to
the latest methods of treatment,
including
reperfusion
and
revascularisation.
The key issue is "early" diagnosis
and treatment. "Time is muscle", goes
the medical adage; earlier the treatment
started, more the heart muscle saved.
Half of all deaths in acute heart
attacks occur in the first hour
of symptom initiation and
are due to the rhythm
disturbance of the
heart, leading to
cardiac arrest
(Ventricular
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Fibrillation). These deaths can be
markedly reduced if patients are
transported
to
the
hospital
expediously for prompt reperfusion
therapy, rhythm disturbance detection
and treatment. Rhythm disturbances
are medically called arrhythmias.
Arrhythmias with fast heart rates are
called tachycardias and rhythm disturbances with slow heart rates are called
bradycardias.
Transport to the emergency room
should be done preferentially by an
equipped ambulance in order to
expedite triage and facilitate treatment.
General public education is a corner
stone for an improved outcome.
Patients who have risk factors for
heart
disease
(like
diabetes,
hypertension, smoking, etc.) if experiencing chest pain should promptly call
an ambulance or report to the nearest
heart centre.
Reperfusion Therapy: The primary goal
of treatment is to identify those patients
with heart attacks, who will benefit
from
reperfusion
therapy.
This
treatment means to bust the clot that is
causing blockage of the coronary artery.
If facilities are available at the centre, a

9
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primary angioplasty is done to remove
the clot and dilate the narrowing in the
artery by putting in a stent.
Hospitals capable of doing this
procedure within 90 minutes of a
patient's arrival are the best centres for
this treatment.
If such facilities are not available,
clot buster drugs (thrombolytic
therapy) are given within 30 minutes
of a patient's arrival. The reperfusion
therapy removes the clot and restores
blood supply to the heart.
Also continuously monitoring at the
hospital CCU's detects any rhythm
disturbance and treats it immediately.
Any potential life threatening
complication is detected and promptly
treated. Important medications include
a variety of blood thinners given to
prevent further clot formation, besides
pain relief.
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hypertension, diabetes, abdominal
obesity, lack of physical activity, low
daily fruit and vegetable consumption,
alcohol over consumptions and
psychosocial index.
Institution of lifestyle changes
have a positive impact on chronic
medical conditions including diabetes,
hypertension and hyper-lipidemias,
each of which contribute to increased
"cardiovascular risk".
Risk factors screening begins in
adults at the age of 20 years, and
should be re-evaluated every five
years.
Doctors
can
perform
cardiovascular risk estimation for individuals with two or more risk factors,
Using established algorithms (e.g.
framingham risk score), so that an
appropriate lifestyle and treatment
strategy can be devised. Exercise,
physical activity for at least 30

According a study done in 52 countries, cigarette
smoking, abnormal blood lipid levels, hypertension,
diabetes, abdominal obesity, lack of physical
activity, low daily fruit and vegetable consumption,
alcohol over consumptions and psychosocial index
are the risk factors that account for over 90% of the
risk of an initial acute MI.
It is emphasised that the choice of
therapy between thrombolysis and
primary angioplasty should almost be
considered of secondary importance to
the imperative of the overall goal of
achieving reperfusion in a timely
fashion. The complications or death
rate associated with heart attacks is
linearly related to the time of
treatment.

Prevention
Primary prevention is especially
important for developing countries,
where the prevance of heart attacks is
increasing and the health care
resources are limited. Risk factors are
identified and modified or corrected.
According to the " Interheart study"
done in 52 countries, nine easily
measured and potentially modifiable
risk factors account for over 90% of
the risk of an initial acute MI.
These nine risk factors are cigarette
smoking, abnormal blood lipid levels,
10

minutes a day is recommended.
The activity should be of moderate
intensity. For middle age or older
individuals, or those who have
co-existing medical problems, a
consultation with a cardiologist is
recommended before starting exercise.
Aspirin use: Aspirin use is recommended for high risk patients (>10%
risk of MI or stroke over a 10-year
period) as defined by framingham risk
score provided that the patient is not
aspirin intolerant.
Cholesterol Lowering : Along with
exercise and proper diet, statins
(cholesterol lowering drugs) and also
recommended for individuals, not only
those who have elevated levels and
are at risk for development of heart
attacks, but also those who have
already suffered heart attacks,
irrespective of their baseline LDL
cholesterol levels.
Diet modification: The aim of an

appropriate diet intake is to lower
cholesterol,
particularly
LDL
cholesterol (bad cholesterol) and to
increase the good cholesterol (HDL
cholesterol). Optimum LDL cholesterol
should be less than 100 mg/dl. In high
risk patients e.g. those experiencing or
experienced a heart attack, LDL
cholesterol should be less than 70
mg/dl. Avoid animal fats; junk food
and take more of fruits, vegetables,
fish and grains. Watch out for calories,
and maintain body weight.
Dietary saturated fat is restricted to
7% of total calories and daily
cholesterol intake to less than 200 mg.
Patients are advised to see a dietician
for assistance in diet planning.
Patients with elevated triglycerides
need to restrict alcohol and simple
sugars as well. Omega - 3 fatty acids
are beneficial to health. Research
supports the view that they reduce the
risk of coronary heart disease. They
also lower the triglyceride leads and
have a mild antiplatelet (blood
thinning) effect. They are found in fish
and fish oil and among edible oils,
mustard oil contains them.
Among edible oils, mustard oil,
refined oils and olive oil are considered
good for heart. Mustard oil is
considered beneficial to health because
of its low content of saturated fats (5%
lowest among edible oils) and ideal ratio
of Omega 3 and Omega 6 fatty acids.
Smoking: This is absolutely avoided.
It has been estimated that efforts to cut
down smoking by 10% in the
community is more cost effective than
building 30 specialty hospitals. Blood
pressure patients should control BP
with exercise, diet medications and
regular check ups with the doctor.
(Dr Ashok Kumar Omar is the
Director, Heart Command Centre &
Emergency Services and Co-ordinator Non Invasive Cardiology at the Escorts
Heart Institute and Research Centre, New
Delhi. He is also a member of academic
bodies like American Society of
Echocardiography, Association of
Physicians of India, Indian Medical
Association, Academy of Medical
Specialists and International Society for
Intra-operative Cardiovascular
Ultrasound. He also received the
"Excellence In Service Award" from
President Dr APJ Kalam)
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Track your BP
What is blood pressure?
The force with which the blood pushes
against the walls of the arteries as the
heart pumps out blood is known as
"blood pressure".
Blood pressure tends to rise and fall
and if it stays higher than normal most
of the time, you're at risk, since this
can damage the body.
You can have high blood pressure
or hypertension for years, without
knowing it. In the meantime, it can
damage the heart, blood vessels,
kidneys and other parts of your body.
This is the reason it's known
as the silent
killer and why
it's important for
you to be aware
of your blood
pressure levels
even when you
feel fine.

It's important to
keep your blood
pressure in control
as people with
raised levels are at
greater risk of a
stroke

How do I know
if I have high
BP?
Blood pressure is
calculated using the
systolic (the pressure
when the heart beats
as it pumps blood)
and diastolic (when the
heart rests between
beats) numbers. Blood
pressure
numbers
are
written with the systolic
number before the diastolic, such
as 120/80 mmHg (millimeters of
mercury).
For adults, blood pressure between
120/80 and 139/89 is called
"pre-hypertension" and a blood pressure of 140/90 or above is considered
high. If your systolic and diastolic
numbers aren't in the same category,
the higher number determines which
category you're in.
The ranges given above apply to
most adults (aged 18 and older) who
don't have short-term serious illnesses.
For patients of diabetes or chronic
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2. If you have high BP, get it checked
regularly.
3. Know your ideal weight and keep it
at that level or below.
4. Avoid salty foods and using too
much salt when cooking. For a healthy
heart, make fruits, vegetables and
whole-grain high-fibre foods part of
your daily diet.
5. Limit your alcohol intake to one
drink a day.
6. If you're on medication, don't miss
taking your pills for even a single day.
7. Stay physically active, but consult
your doctor on the level of activity.

WATCH YOUR SALT
Your body needs about 1 teaspoon of
salt or 2300 mg sodium a day. A lot of
sodium also comes from processed
foods like tomato sauce and soups,
besides processed cheeses, salad dressings, cured meats and sausages.
When eating out:
 Instead of going for extra salt,
try some pepper.
 Add fresh lemon juice to fish
and vegetables instead of salt.
 Try asking for your dish
to be prepared without salt.

How does high BP put
me at risk?

kidney disease, high blood pressure is
defined as 130/80 mmHg or
higher. Blood pressure also tends to
rise with age.

How can I control BP?
A healthy lifestyle, medication and
following the doctor's advice can control and even delay the rise in
blood pressure.
1. If your blood pressure is normal, get
it checked every two years.

High blood pressure can
increase the load on
your heart and arteries. It's the No. 1
cause for a stroke.
The higher your
blood pressure, the
greater your risk of
heart attack, heart
failure, stroke and
kidney disease. It
also causes atherosclerosis (fatty buildups
in
arteries) and, in some cases,
blindness. As one grows older, arteries
harden and become less elastic.
High blood pressure speeds up this
process, making it difficult for
hardened or narrowed arteries to
supply the blood (and along with it the
oxygen and nutrients) the body's
organs need. A blood clot can also
easily clog an artery narrowed by fatty
deposits.
11
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Dr VP Kaushik
Dermatologist, Skin Care Centre

Skin
Care
M

ustard oil is not only good
for general health but also
for the skin. It has some
very good anti-fungal properties.
Massage mustard oil into the folds of
the skin to keep it free from ringworms
and fungal infections.
One must, however, avoid applying
mustard oil on the face as it can cause
pigmentation and darken the complexion.
In summers, it's important to keep
your skin hydrated. Drink at least 1012 glasses of water daily.
Stay away from chemicals and use
natural products to keep your skin
healthy. A pack made of multani mitti
and rosewater can be beneficial for the
skin. Apply this daily or at least once a
week.
Avoid exposing your skin to the
sunrays from 11 am to 3 pm and use a
good quality sunscreen lotion. Since
we also need sunlight for Vitamin D for
a healthy complexion, expose your
skin to the early morning sunshine.
Diet plays a very important part in
keeping our outer-casing healthy.
Have lots of seasonal fruits and veg-

Every season
brings with itself
various skin ailments.
Dermatologist VP Kaushik
provides answers to some
common problems
etables, milk, curd and water. With
each season, the skin's needs change.
Above all, stay calm - this is the
best way to keep your skin glowing.

REMEMBER
l Don't wash your hands too frequently as it dries the skin, making it flaky.
Use moisturisers or oil to keep them

well-hydrated.
l If using chemicals at the workplace, wear gloves
or apply oil on your
hands before working.
To keep the face free from
and pimples, it's vital to
clean.
face with mild soap and

l
acne
keep the skin
l Wash your
water.
l Don't prick or scratch the acne.
l Apply a paste of sandalwood and
turmeric on the spots.
l Drink lots of water and have fresh
seasonal fruits and vegetables.

(The writer is a consultant dermatologist and cutaneous surgeon and Life
Member, Indian Association of
Dermatologists, Venereologists and
Leprologists, IMA Academy of
Medical Specialties and the Indian
Association for Study of Sexually
Transmitted Diseases and AIDS.)

FIRST-AID TIPS
FOR BURNS
1. Dip the affected part
in cold water.
2. Despite popular
belief, applying toothpaste on the burn is
not recommended. It
only adds to the damage.

12

3. Cover the area with
a sterile wet bandage.
4. Apply coconut oil
with turmeric lightly
on the affected area.
5. Aloe vera can also
be applied to cool the
burn.
6. Consult a doctor as

soon as possible.

CUTS AND BRUISES
1. Wash the bruise with
soap & water to clean it.
2. Dilute Dettol & clean
the affected part. Don't
use the undiluted form
as it harms the skin.
3. Using Betadine is also
advisable.

AMPUTATION
1. If the part has fallen
away from the body,
pick it up, wrap it in an
air-tight polythene.
2. Keep it away from
water.
3. Rush to the nearest medical centre.

A MEDICAL KIT
A medical kit at
home or office
should contain the
following:
 An anti-septic
ointment like
Betadine
 Dettol or Savlon
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Dr. Ambrish Mithal
Endocrinologist, Apollo Hospital

There are two faces of
thyroid. Dr Ambrish
Mithal demystifies
the disease

T

he thyroid is a gland in the front
region of the neck, which
secretes the thyroid hormone.
This hormone is required for the
maintenance of various metabolic
functions and affects various parts of
the body, like the heart, brain,
muscles, skin and hair.
Iodine is required for the formation
of the thyroid hormone. Lack of iodine
in the diet causes goiter or
enlargement of the thyroid gland, seen
as a swelling in the neck. In
pregnancy and newborn children,
iodine
is
required
for
brain development
and
iodine-deficient
children
may
have a low intelligence quotient.
Thyroid gland may
under-function or overfunction. When lesser quantities
of
the
thyroid
hormone are produced, the
condition
is
called
hypothyroidism.
Such
patients suffer from weight
gain, slowness and lethargy, constipation, dry skin and
swelling all over the body.
Women may have irregular menstrual cycles or infertility.
Severe forms of this condition
can prompt slow and sluggish
heart functions and brain or nerve
problems. When the thyroid
hormone is produced in excess,
the
condition
is
called
hyperparathyroidism. High levels

Understanding
Thyroid
of the hormone may cause loss of
weight despite increased
appetite, general anxiety and hyperactivity, palpitat i o n s ,
irregular heart
beats, etc.
For diagnosis, a clinic
a
l
consultation has
to be followed up
with laboratory
tests for confirmation.
The
tests
usually
include
blood
levels of T3, T4,
TSH and sometimes
antibody levels. In
some
conditions,
ultrasound of the
neck and radioactive
thyroid scanning may
have to be done.
Thyroid blood tests
typically cost Rs 500-

1,000. Initially, they are repeated
every six weeks till the dose of medicine is stabilised. Later, tests are every
three to six months or even more
infrequently.
The most common thyroid disorder is
hypothyroidism, which is typically lifelong and needs continuous therapy.
Thyroxin (even for lifelong therapy)
when given as replacement therapy, is
very safe unless taken in excess.
Therapy for hyperthyroidism is rarely
associated with side affects like
decreased blood count, rashes, etc.
Long-term use of both kinds of
medication is generally safe. Sometimes,
hyperthyroidism requires radioactive
iodine or surgery for definitive treatment.
Dr Ambrish Mithal is President,
Indian Society for Bone and Mineral
Research, Vice-President, Endocrine
Society of India, Chairperson, Bone
and Joint Decade, NAN India, member, Scientific Advisory Committee,
International Osteoporosis
Foundation, and Senior Consultant,
Endocrinology, Apollo Centre for
Obesity, Diabetes, and Endocrinology
(ACODE), Apollo Hospitals.
13
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Dr Ambrish Mithal
Endocrinologist, Apollo Hospital

D

iabetes is a disorder, which is
caused by either insulin
resistance or insulin deficiency.
Insulin is a hormone, which is secreted
by the pancreas. It is required in the body
for glucose utilisation. Whenever there is
a deficiency in insulin action, glucose is
not properly utilised in the body and
sugar levels increase. When sugar levels
become more than 126 mg/dl in a fasting state or more than 200 mg/dl two
hours after a meal, we label the patient
as having diabetes mellitus.
It can be treated but not completely
cured. Initially, blood sugar levels can
be kept within a normal range through
dietary and lifestyle modifications.
A healthy diet, regular exercise and
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maintaining normal body weight can
delay the onset of diabetes for many
years.
A diet for diabetic patients is
basically one that's healthy for
everyone. Diabetes patients, like any
other individual, require healthy food,
which is rich in fibre (whole wheat,
fresh fruits and vegetables), low in fat
(avoid fried food, ghee, butter, malai).
They must also avoid free sugars like
sweets, sugar in tea, milk and fruit
juices. The right meal plan will help
one improve levels of blood glucose,
blood pressure and cholesterol and also
help keep weight under control.
Exercise helps in improving glucose
utilisation and increasing insulin
sensitivity. Any form of exercise is
better than no exercise. A brisk walk,
swimming, cycling, skipping and
strength training are good for diabetics.
Diabetics are usually first started on
tablets. Patients can achieve good
sugar control on these tablets but

Dealing with
Diabetes

14

gradually, over the years, as the disease progresses, tablets are not able to
stimulate the pancreatic secretions
sufficiently enough to control the sugars. The patient has to then switch to
insulin.
Diabetes is the root cause of many
disorders. It can affect each and every
part of the body in the long run. The
major organs affected by diabetes are
kidneys, eyes, the nervous system and
heart. If sugars remain uncontrolled for
a long time, patients gradually start
excreting protein in the urine, later
leading to kidney failure. Eyes can be
affected and even lead to blindness.
Blindness may be due to premature
cataract or due to the vessels being
affected.
Nerves may get affected and patient
may complain of numbness, tingling,
burning in hands or feet. There may be
loss of sensation after some time and
the patient may get ulcers which don't
heal. These ulcers are very prone to
infection and patients may even lose
their limbs due to this. Uncontrolled
diabetics are prone to having heart
attacks. These attacks may be more
massive, painless and are more complicated.
The good news is that by keeping
sugars, blood pressure and cholesterol
under control most of these complications can be prevented or delayed.
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Care for your eyes
I

t's important to take care
of our eyes. Vision is a
gift of nature. Imagine
not being able to see people
around you and appreciate
the beautiful colours of life.
Impaired vision can pose
several problems, such as
an inability to perform
certain tasks like driving,
besides causing emotional
stress and depression,
which can in turn affect
one's family.
There are several steps
an individual can take to
help prevent eye diseases.
It's important to learn about
eye health, not just for personal reasons, but also to
save oneself from an
expensive trip to the doctor!

DIET HELPS
Consuming a lot of vitamins A, E, C and some zinc and selenium is good for the eyes, as well as for general health. Studies
suggest that these can help prevent many eye diseases.
Vitamin-rich foods like eggs, milk, papayas and green
vegetables should be consumed. Certain eye diseases might be
associated with diseases like obesity, diabetes and
hypertension. Exposure to ultraviolet light, smoking and
certain medications such as steroids call for regular eye
checkups. Those, who are exposed to the sun for a major part
of the day, should use protective sunglasses to prevent heavy
exposure to ultraviolet light.

COMMON EYE PROBLEMS

Get your eye basics
clear with Dr AK
Grover, Sir Ganga
Ram Hospital,
New Delhi

PRECAUTIONS
Here are some steps you
can follow for healthy eyes:
 Avoid frequent hand-toeye contact and rubbing of
eyes, noticed particularly
among children.
 Watch television from a
minimum distance of three
metres. Viewing for long
hours also strains the eyes.
 Avoid looking directly at
the sun, a welding job in
progress or any other source
of very bright, intense light.

If you have any
systemic diseases like hypertension or diabetes, an
annual check-up is mandatory. The negative impact of
these diseases on the eyes
can be prevented through
early detection and
treatment.
 Avoid excessive
use of eyeliners and
other makeup, since
these could act as irritants.
Remove
eye
makeup
before sleeping.

An annual eye check is
essential for anyone below
the age of 12 and above
40. You can also do the
following exercise for five
minutes daily for good
vision.
 Take a pointed pencil or
a pen.
 Hold it in the centre.
 Focus your eyes on the
tip.
 Keep it at an arm's distance and, without moving
the focus from the tip, keep
bringing the pencil closer.
 Repeat.

Among children, the most common problems related to sight
are refractive errors, allergies, blepharitis, conjunctivitis and
injuries. It's important for a child going to school to undergo a
complete eye checkup to assess refractive errors like myopia,
hyperopia and astigmatism. Undetected refractive errors and
squints can lead to development of amblyopia or the lazy eye
syndrome.
These are some common treatments
 For allergies, cold compresses, topical anti-histamines and
vasoconstrictors are opted for. An individual should never use
topical steroids without an ophthalmologist's advice.
 For blepharitis or inflammation of the eyelids, the treatment
often includes cleaning eyelashes with soda bicarbonate.
 Conjunctivitis can be treated through topical antibiotics and
non-steroidal anti-inflammatory drops.
In adults, common problems are cataract, glaucoma, age-related changes in retina and diabetic or hypertensive retinopathy.

COMPUTER-RELATED SYMPTOMS
People who work for long hours on a computer may develop
symptoms like headaches, difficulties in focussing, burning or
tired eyes, general eyestrain, dry eyes, blurred vision, neck
and shoulder pain due to wrong postures.

Prevention
 The right amount of lighting in the room can reduce strain
on the eyes. The lighting should be about half of that used in
most offices.
 An anti-glare screen can reduce the glare and eyestrain.
 Take a 10-15 minute break every hour to reduce strain on
the eyes.
 Place your monitor directly in front of you at a distance of
about 20 to 25 inches. Any written pages should be kept
upright on a well-lit stand next to the monitor.

HOMEGROWN TREATMENTS
Firstly, care for the whole body to and avoid any allergies and
infections. You could also try cold compresses twice a day
to relax tired eyes. To do this, soak cotton in cold water
and place over closed eyelids for five minutes.
15
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MUSTARD OIL
The healthy choice
Mustard oil is good for your heart, has
cancer fighting properties and is the
popular choice of housewives

C

ooking in mustard oil could be a
crucial health investment. Beating
refined oils and olive oil, it is
mustard oil that seems to be best for
your heart. It's packed with lower levels
of saturated fats, cholesterol reducing
and anti-oxidant properties and even
essential vitamins.
Mustard oil contains life enhancing
anti-oxidants which prevent disorders
like atherosclerosis, dementia, skin disorders, arthritis and neurological disorders. They also keep a constant watch
on growth and development of the foetus during pregnancy. Mustard oil contains adequate amount of alpha tocopherol and thus acts as a potent antioxidant for human health.
NUTRITIONAL & MEDICINAL VALUES
Vitamin E is one of the most important antioxidants defending the body
against various diseases. The RDA
(Recommended Dietary Allowance) for
vitamin E is 10 mgs per day, which is
sufficiently met by crude mustard oil.
Glucosinolate, the pungent principle
in mustard oil, has anti-bacterial, antifungal and anti-carcinogenic properties,
which account for many medicinal utilities of the oil.
Mustard oil also has benefits in fighting cancer. It has an ideal ratio of
Omega-3 and Omega-6 fatty acids,
which are essential for human health.
The linolenic acid, which is present in
abundance in mustard, is converted in
the human body into Omega-3 fatty
acids, which helps in preventing com-
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mon cancers of the colon
and stomach. Some doctors, therefore, believe
that the use of mustard
oil as a nutritional supplement should be initiated as a preventive
measure at an early
stage for battling common cancers.
Mustard oil can
reduce the risk of coronary heart diseases, say
experts. "Coronary heart
diseases (CHD) are a leading
cause of death. The use of
mustard oil can reduce the risk of
CHD," said S.C. Manchanda, former
professor, department of cardiothoracic
diseases at New Delhi's All India
Institute of Medical Sciences (AIIMS),
speaking at a conference of over 200
scientists, oil technologists, mustard
processors, farmers, policy makers and
trade professionals from across India.
He added, "Mustard oil is rich in nonsaturated fat or unsaturated fats. This
oil has shown to reduce cholesterol.
Renowned cardiologists have now
started comparing the nutritional benefits of mustard oil with olive oil and
have conclusive proof about mustard
oil's superiority."
The omega-3 found in mustard is
protective for the heart as it reduces
clotting, blood pressure and bad fat. It is
found in fish but for vegetarians, mustard is the ideal source.
Mustard oil has the lowest content of
saturated fats. The saturated fatty acids
elevate serum and cholesterol and are

the primary dietary
factor for high blood pressure and cardiovascular failure.
Epidemiological studies also suggest
that n-3 fatty acid (alpha linolenic acid)
reduces the risk of myocardial infraction
and fatal coronary heart disease in
women. Coronary mortality and morbidity has also been shown to be
reduced by n-3 fatty acids. N-3 polyunsaturated fatty acids are found in mustard oil. Monounsaturated fatty acids
found chiefly in mustard oil are cardioprotective and alter lipids favourably.
The ratio of omega fatty acids, n-6:n-3
is present within desirable proportion
only in mustard oil: Omega n-3 fatty
acid (linolenic acid) which is an essential fatty acid and very good for the
heart is present in mustard oil only, no
other edible oil contains such limit.
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THE HISTORY OF MUSTARD

The mustard seed has been known as a spice since
ancient times. It is described in Sumerian and Sanskrit texts
of as early 3000 BC, in Egyptian texts of around 2000 BC
and Chinese texts before 1000 BC. Seed fragments have
been identified from excavations of the Indus Valley around
2000 BC.

Pythogoras, a French scientist, utilised mustard oil
in the treatment of scorpion stings in early 500 BC.

China started the first rapeseed production and
occupied 7.24 million hectare and produced 11.9 million
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tons, about 30.4% of world production. India came next
with 5.18 million hectares and ranks third in production
with 5.01millions tons, which is 21.9% of world production.
Under normal conditions, different spices of the brassica
genus contain 37% to 44% oil.

Brassica Napus was first introduced in China by
Professor Yu, from the College of Agronomy, Zhegiang
University, from Japan in the early 1930s.

In India, mustard oil and seeds are used for edible
purpose as well as during festivals. According to mythology,
during Diwali, which marked Lord Rama's homecoming
after 14 years of exile, the whole city was lit with mustard
oil lamps.

The
American
Heart
Association has suggested that
the ratio of monounsaturated
fatty acids to polyunsaturated
fatty acids should be 1.5,and
only mustard oil adheres to this
ratio.
Mustard oil is found to have
very low levels of artery clogging
saturated fatty acid and high levels of good omega 3 fatty acid
and mono-unsaturated fatty acid
and thus scores over other cooking mediums including refined
oils, olive oil and soybean oil.
OTHER BENEFITS:
 Rapeseed oil / Mustard oil
is rich in Vitamin E, A and K and
is therefore excellent for skin. It
is light, with a specific gravity of
0.905 to 0.910 and so easily

Traditionally, mustard oil has been used to get relief
from a variety of ailments:
 Powdered mustard seeds mixed with warm water is used as a
therapeutic bath during convulsions in children suffering from high fever.
 Application of mustard paste is highly beneficial in the treatment of
ringworms.
 Mustard oil, heated along with carom seeds (ajwain) and crushed
garlic and filtered, is also used as ear drops.
 A mustard oil massage, after the oil is boiled with henna leaves and
then filtered, is believed to aid hair growth.
 For cracked heels, a mixture of mustard oil and melted paraffin
wax helps.
 Mustard oil helps to reduce stiffness and pain in the joints

absorbed in the body. In Hindu
tradition, at the time of marriage,
a paste of turmeric and mustard is
applied on the skin of the bride
and groom to keep it soft and
glowing.

A head massage with
mustard oil is very beneficial due to
its excellent quality of penetration
and absorption in the body. The
presence of vitamin E keeps your
hair alive and Omega 3 is best to
repair nerve cells.

The aroma of mustard oil is very powerful and is
directly associated with the palate
since it's a favourite with housewives when making chutneys and
pickles.

According
to
www.botanical.com, mustard is
considered good for curing snake
bites if taken in time. Also, mustard seed powder, mixed with
honey, and shaped in balls, taken every
morning on an empty stomach, will
clear the voice and throat. Mustard flour
is considered an antiseptic and sterilising agent as well as an excellent
deodoriser.

Rapeseed oil contains isothiocynate, which has ATP, a chemical in
the body that keeps us young and
healthy. Rapeseed oil contains linolenic
acid which increases one of the essential Omega-3 in fatty acid called EPA in
human tissues and actually reduces the
stickiness of RBC and therefore reduces
blood clotting tendencies.
- Compiled by Amit Kumar,
with inputs from Mr Vinay Mathur,
GM, KS Oils
17
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Tackling Teens
Does your teen
seem to speak a
different language?
Dr Harish Shetty,
psychologist, helps
you connect

T

he basic fundamental rule with
your teenager is to trust him/ her
completely, but keep your eyes
open. Children at this age are moody,
unpredictable and come close during the
most unexpected times. Remember,
they will move like the centrifugal force
in physics if you attempt to make yourself their best friend. You can be a good
friend and that does not mean that you
follow up on all his requests and viceversa. It means that the dialogue is on
and no one wins. Silence, at times, is
also a form of communication.
It is natural that they want to spend
time outside, but set clear boundaries the time you expect them home and
other similar rules. Too many of them
will stifle them, but encourage them to
speak the truth. At times, truth, which
does not resonate with the software of
the parents, evokes a sermon and then
the dialogue breaks. Kids do not lie, but
largely conceal the truth and during
vulnerable moments share the same.
In my experience, a large number of
children do not see the man at home
regularly. Both at home and in school,
the moms are overwhelmingly present.
Kids share when they go for walks with
their parents, in the kitchen and at
times, when they sleep next to each
other. Wait for them to share and do not
pounce on them anxiously like a cop.
The main reasons for discord are
 When parents want a blow-by-blow
account of the teenager's life.
 When parents spy on the children
through common friends and relatives.

18

 When parents are inconsistent in
their relationships which can range from
excessive rigidity to excessive freedom.
 When parents disapprove of their
friendships with some on account of
religion, caste and class.
 When parents insist on their children's
friendships only with the same sex.
 When parents insist on a career for
their teenager without his/her consent.
 When parents insist on the discontinuation of studies of the girl child on
flimsy grounds.
 When parents insist on an early
marriage to disconnect the teenager
from a love affair or for socio-cultural
reasons.
 When parents are secretive during a
family crisis and maintain distance.
Parents should first understand that
 This is an era of inspiration and not
instruction.
 This is an era of dialogues and not
monologues.
 This is an era of speaking and not
spanking.
 This is an era of cross-cultural inter-

mingling and not clannish orthodoxy.
Their response should be
 Maintain trust and friendship where
dialogue is on inspite of differences.
 Desist from emotional blackmail and
face issues squarely.
 Understand that intemperate utter-
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ances are not always signs
of delinquency but can
also be the symptoms of
depression which needs
to be treated.
 Accept that emotional accidents with their
teenager should provide an opportunity to revisit and rekindle their
relationships with their ward.
Being aloof and hostile can harm
the entire family.
 To make the teenager a partner in the decision making of
the family and not let him
be a silent observer. Family
crisis needs to be shared
with the teenager.
 To not only love the child but
also respect him.
Dr Harish Shetty is a
practicing Psychiatrist with
a post graduate degree in Psychological
Medicine and a post graduate diploma
in Comparative mythology from Bombay
University. He has immense experience
in the field of Disaster and Mental
health and has also been identified as
one of the 17 young mental health
workers by the World Health
Organisation. He is also a Visiting
Faculty member at the Tata Institute of
Social Sciences. He has also founded
"Maitri", an organisation that works
with families affected by mental illness
and has been instrumental in training a
large number of medical personnel in
the field of mental health.
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Hey Dads, be normal yaar!

T

he expression of feelings has always been a casualty
with men, as compared to women. On many occasions,
the stoic man is misunderstood as strong, arrogant or
insensitive. The reasons lie in the upbringing, social expectations and
cultural conditioning.
My mom passed away months ago and I have not wept: An aerospace
engineer uttered this and shared that he believes in a religious text and that
makes him strong. "I do not know why I am like this," he continued. He experienced intermittent installments of joy, but was never the same after the
demise of his mom. During counselling sessions, he would avoid all references
to her, but a photograph and articles related to her broke him down.
Tips: This guy had never seen his dad weeping and modelled himself after him.
Yet, every man can rewrite his emotional software by identifying his feelings,
accepting, experiencing and expressing them during such occasions.
I missed my son's convocation: That's what a banker shared, as his son stopped
talking to him. The father received a big hug from his son, who graduated in
Economics, but the dad remained tongue-tied. Mr Dad was never comfortable at
being praised himself by anyone right from childhood. "I was very happy and wanted to say so, but words ditch me," he said. During sessions, he got in touch with his
small moments of joy across his life and began sharing the same...
Tips: Men, who have received no praises/experienced humiliation remain embarrassed and withdrawn when they want to shower the same on their loved ones.
One can begin by praising oneself /others for a good task. Feeling phrases such as
"I feel so nice…" help discover a bigger vocabulary as we learn to share.
I need a drink before I express: "I can tell my wife how I feel after a drink" is a common phrase counsellors hear. Mr K is a darling during the weekend dinners at home.
His family wanted him to be the same all days without a drink. Gradually, it was
discovered that "fear of appearing foolish and losing control" stopped him from being
natural. Slowly, he realised that he has a right to express his feelings without shame
or fear through role plays and rationally tackling his irrational fears.
Tips: The mind is like an orchestra and the key to good emotional health is allowing oneself to experience all feelings as they come. Block a feeling and it bounces
back with more force.
If I bare my heart I am a weak man: All the male school principals concurred in a
workshop that "it is like being a weak woman" to open one's heart even to their
wives. "They will take advantage of our weakness," the men thundered. As the discussion progressed, the participants discussed the factors that make us all feel normal and at peace. Gender sensitive/neutral statements emerged and one such was,
"Jo baha gaya woh pani hai jo raha gaya woh zaher hai" with reference to tears.
Tips: Men, who share their feelings, live longer and suffer from less lifestyle diseases... The brain chemistry/circuits and the endocrinological glands improve and
are vital for both physical and emotional health.
I stopped talking to my daughter seven years ago: Mr P, a scientist, was very upset
when his daughter married a guy against his will. He never could express himself
and withdrew from her with severe pain. He is not able to forgive her, but wants to
talk to her and cannot. The rest of the family is in touch with the girl. Otherwise an
extrovert, he wants to say something but remains emotionally paralysed. The sessions threw up a lot of surprises and one of them was that his general 'extroverted'
nature was a method of substituting humour for genuine expression and that too
failed during trying times.
Tips: It's a myth that being extroverted is the same as baring one's heart. During
such situations, expressing disgust and upsets with loved ones puts the man on
the road to forgiveness. Feelings are like food and can decay on delay. Hence
resentments can lead to anger and hatred which destroys us and everything all
around.
(Dr Harish Shetty can be contacted on harish139@yahoo.com)
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E

veryone aspires to look youthful
at any age and at the first sign of
aging or wrinkle, one is ready to
do just about anything to look fresh and
youthful.
For a flawless face, while some resort
to beauty salons for facials with special
creams, lotions and packs, others venture into homegrown remedies, while
the more intelligent ones go a step further and opt for exercise and a healthy
diet.
Very few realise that to look and
feel younger, we need a comprehensive approach which tackles the ills of
modern society like a sedentary
lifestyle, fast foods, tendency to
overeat, lack of fibre in food, faulty
postures due to prolonged working on
computers, late nights, anxiety, fear,
addiction to smoking and drinking,
excessive intake of salt and sugar, use
of pesticides and preservatives in our
consumables, air pollution or simply a
stressful life.
These, not only, contribute towards
our health problems, but also in premature aging by generating free radicals in
our body, considered by gerontologists
to be a major factor in causing premature aging.
The only way to fight these evils of
modernisation is through eating lots of
organically grown fruits and vegetables
and practicing the ancient wisdom of
Yoga, which dates back 5000 years.

Yoga for youthful living
Let's find out how yoga helps a large
number of actors, models and other
public figures keep their faces young
even at the age of 50 and above:

1 Through the inner nasal cleansing
exercises of Yoga called Neti, one
ensures they are breathing fresh air,
good for a glowing complexion and
sparkling eyes. In Neti, one uses a pot
with a spout that fits into a nostril and
closes it.
This is filled with 1/2 litre of lukewarm water and a teaspoon of salt.
Standing over a sink, lean forward,
turning the head to one side, breathe
20

Swami Lalji Maharaj,
teaching the ancient
science for over three
decades, helps you get
acquainted with some
yoga techniques,
which can keep you
looking and feeling
forever young

through the mouth and hold the pot in
one hand with the spout tightly against
one nostril. The water flows by itself, in
through one nostril and out the other.
When half the water runs out, repeat
the process for the other nostril.

2 A stomach and liver wash is done
by Vaman Dhauti which results in a
clearer complexion as well as better
assimilation of nutrients in the body.
The best time to do this is early morning on an empty stomach.
Sitting crouched on the floor with
your knees spread out, so that they
don't compress the stomach, drink two
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water while performing certain asanas.

4 Singhasana: Inhale through both
nostrils and throw your tongue out
while exhaling. Repeat 5 times.

5

Kapol Shakti Vikasak (Pumping
of the cheeks with air) have been found
to be very efficacious in eradicating
wrinkles. Breathe through the mouth,
close both ears with your thumbs and
both nostrils with the first fingers of
both hands. Pump your cheeks up and
down. Repeat for a minimum of 20
times. Breathe through the mouth,
keeping it wide open, as if you were
yawning, raising your head up
simultaneously. Exhale through
the nose and bring your head
forward in a relaxed manner.
Repeat 7 times to see the results.

6

litres of warm water as fast as possible,
preferably with a spoonful of salt. Stand
up as soon as you finish.
Bring your heels close to one another, bend over, exhale, retract the
abdomen, press the area of the stomach
with your left hand, inserting the index
and middle finger of the right hand
down your throat.
With time, the amount of water
thrown out increases. Drink one more
glass of water for a final cleaning. Relax
in Shavasana for about 5-10 minutes.

3
Bowel cleansing (Shankha
Prakshalana) ensures a youthful face
by eliminating the toxins and parasites
from the colon that generate free radicals and that are responsible
for causing aging. This
involves
drinking
about 16 glasses of

Head stand or Shirshasana:
Place the crown of your head on the
ground and keep your hands by the
sides of your head and lift your knees
off the ground. Now, taking a deep
breath, try to throw one leg up in
the air over your head, followed
immediately by the other.
Beginners must do it only
against a wall. Start with half a
minute and reach up to 15 minutes gradually over a month
for good results. People suffering from high blood pressure
or migraine must not
attempt.

7

Seetkari Pranayama
(a cooling down breathing
exercise) is known to
delay the aging since the
very beginning of Yoga.
The breathing technique, which makes a
hissing sound when the
breath is drawn in through
the mouth, with the tongue
touching the palate, and then
held for a few seconds before
throwing it out through the
nostrils, has a cooling effect on
the whole body.
Among the other yoga pos-
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tures which offer great benefits is the
Stomach Churning (Nauli Kriya),
which is among the best inner cleansing
exercise of yoga and has no equal in the
whole world when it comes to detoxification of the inner body organs.
Inverted postures like Candle Pose,
Upside Down Tree Pose, Scorpion
Posture, Plough Posture, Vipreet Karni
Mudra, etc. have proved themselves
time and again in eliminating wrinkles
from the face as well as bringing an
unusual shine in the eyes. These do
more than bring a blood rush to your
face.
Yogis believe that above the palate,
there is constantly flowing nectar,
which goes down to the solar plexus
and is constantly converted into
physical energy. Doing these
inverted postures restores this
nectar to the face and brain.
This ensures a youthful face to
its practitioners.
The Kaya Kalp Yoga (Jeevan
Tatwa) or Yoga of rejuvenation
ensures highly enriched oxygenated blood to the entire body,
takes away stress, besides ensuring perfect flexibility of all the
body's joints particularly the
spinal column and nervous system. It also helps in maintaining a
youthful appearance till a very old
age.
Simple meditation and deep
relaxation techniques of yoga
enable one to cope with the stress
of modern lifestyles.
Despite lots of negativity in
our lives, we are not easily
affected by them and that helps
us stay and look young at any
age. Eating Sattvik yogic food
and in moderation can also keep
one young forever.
Finally, adopting the yogic
way of life brings its own
benefits. It's the only way to
stay healthy, young, peaceful and lead a fulfilling life.
The right way to start
is to learn the right
postures
with
the
help of a guru.
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Home
remedies

Try these simple, practical remedies to cure
a host of common ailments
Acidity

 Take a piece of clove and suck on it slowly.
 Have a cup of vanilla ice cream or a glass of cold milk for
quick relief

Acne
Apply a paste of fenugreek (methi) leaves overnight on the
affected areas and wash off in the morning.

Anxiety
The aroma of an orange can reduce anxiety. Either peel an
orange and inhale or drop the peel into a small pan, cover
with water and simmer. Once heated, the peel will release
its fragrant, calming oil.

Arthritis
Rub the joints with hot vinegar to relieve the pain.

Asthma
Boil 10 cloves of garlic with 30 ml milk. Take this preparation daily for best results.

Bad breath
Chew some cardamom seeds.

Backache
Add a dose of powdered
sonth, meetha soda and salt
to hot milk or water. Drinking
this can relieve backaches.

Bruises
Apply margarine on the
affected areas to get rid of
swelling.

Common fever
Consume a potion of 12 gm
of basil leaves boiled in ½
litre water.

Conjunctivitis
Place
a
cool,
moist
chamomile tea bag over each eye for about 10 minutes.
Repeat this after two hours. This reduces redness of eyes.

Constipation
Add a little extra sugar or honey to a glass of milk and
drink this twice a day.
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Cracked heels

Leg cramps

Mix a teaspoon of Vaseline with the juice of
one lemon and rub on the cracked, dry heels.

Apply hot water
bag to relieve the
cramps.

Cough
Lethargy

Drink hot milk with honey before going to
bed.

Drink a glass of lemon juice to
improve blood circulation.
A hot shower helps in some cases.

Dandruff
Rub a generous quantity of aloe vera gel
in your scalp about 10-15 minutes before
you shampoo your hair. Do this daily.

Low blood pressure
Have a cup of raw beetroot juice twice a
day for about a week.

Dark circles
Dip cotton pads in rose water and place over your eyes for
about 5-10 minutes.

Muscle strain
Add two cups of Epsom salt to a hot water bath. Bathe for
about 30 minutes. Do this daily.

Diabetes
Have at least one teaspoon of karela juice daily to reduce
blood sugar levels.

Nausea
Have tea with a good amount of ginger in it.
Put some cloves, cinnamon or cardamom in your mouth.

Diarrhea
Drink a mixture of 1 tsp mint juice, ½ tsp ginger juice and
1 tsp honey to cure the problem.

Dry lips
Apply some ghee or malai to your lips before you go to
bed. Do this for a few days.

Obesity

 Drink a mixture of two teaspoons of lime juice, one teaspoon of honey and some pepper in a glass of water regularly.
 Eat a tomato every morning.

Palpitations
Ear ache
Pour some garlic juice into the affected ear to relieve the
pain and remove infection.

Before going to bed, have a mixture of one tablespoon
honey and the juice of half a lemon in a glass of water.

Piles
Headache
Make a paste of dry ginger and a little milk or water and
apply to your forehead.

Heartburn
Cut a lemon into thin strips and dip in salt. Have
this before meals.

Hiccups
Place a tablespoon of sugar in your mouth and
suck on it slowly.

High blood pressure
Eat a papaya daily on an empty stomach daily.
Don't eat anything else for the next two hours. Do
this for about two months.

Indigestion
Mix equal amounts of baking soda and water and
drink instantly whenever there's a problem.

Insomnia
Drink a glass of warm milk before bedtime to ease
into restful slumber. You can add some honey to
the milk to act as a sedative.

Itching

Drink radish juice every morning and at night, starting with
¼ cup and gradually going up to half a cup.
Boil a ripe banana in a cup of milk. Mash and drink. Do this
thrice a day.

Skin allergy
Apply a mixture of one teaspoon of lime juice and sandalwood paste to the affected area.

Snoring
Boil water, add some sage and let it cool. Gargle with this
mixture before going to bed.

Sunburn
Apply a mixture of two teaspoons tomato juice and four
tablespoons buttermilk on your face and leave for about 30
minutes before washing off.
Apply coconut or neem oil on your body before and after
showering.

Tired eyes
Wash your eyes with cold water several times a day. This
reduces inflammation, moisturises the tissues and relaxes
the eyes.

Toothache
Compress the area with ice.

Apply aloe vera gel to the affected area.
Boil neem leaves with your bath water for relief from itching.

Ulcers

Kidney stones

Wrinkles

Drink plenty of water to flush the kidneys.
Have a lot of watermelon, which acts as a diuretic.

Have milk two to three times daily.
 Gently massage the affected area every night with
coconut oil for about a month.
 Apply a paste of turmeric and sugarcane juice to slow
down the effects of ageing.
23
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The 30-Day Diet Plan

F

Sharon Arora
Dietician,
G M Modi Hospital

or a healthy life, it's important to have a balance in your diet. A balanced diet is a combination of
proteins, carbohydrates, minerals, vitamins, fats and sugars taken in the right proportion. They help in the growth,
repair and maintenance of cells and tissues. All these nutrients have a specific role to play in our body.

 Carbohydrates provide a source of energy.  Proteins are essential for growth of new cells.  Fats provide a source of energy and contain fat soluble vitamins.  Vitamins are organic substances which the body requires in very small quantities for metabolism.  Minerals are
water soluble and needed for healthy teeth, bones, muscles, etc.  Fibre is required to help your intestines function well.
An ideal diet plan which provides for all the essential nutrients is given below:

DAY 1

DAY 7

Breakfast Boiled egg + a glass of milk
Mid morning A glass of fresh juice
Lunch 2-3 small roti/rice + dal + veg + curd + salad
Tea time cucumber sandwich
Dinner 2-3 small roti + chicken/veg + curd + salad

Breakfast Masala omellete + a glass of milk
Mid morning Lassi (sweet)
Lunch 2-3 small roti + dal + veg + curd + salad
Tea time Cucumber sandwich
Dinner 2-3 small roti + paneer + veg + curd + salad

DAY 2

DAY 8

Breakfast (Breakfast cereal) cornflakes + papaya
Mid morning A cup of light soup
Lunch 2-3 small roti + dal + dry paneer veg + curd + salad
Tea time Tea with sprouts
Dinner Rice / roti + fish curry/veg + curd + salad

Breakfast Split grain (breakfast cereal) + a glass of milk
Mid morning 1 banana
Lunch 2-3 small roti + egg curry + veg + curd + salad
Tea time Dhokla with light tea
Dinner 2-3 small roti + dal + veg + curd + salad

DAY 3
Breakfast Poha + a glass of milk
Mid morning Apple with light tea
Lunch 2-3 small roti + dal + veg + curd + salad
Tea time French toast (salted)
Dinner 2-3 small roti + soya curry + veg + curd +
salad

DAY 9
Breakfast Fruit shake with boiled egg
Mid morning Very light lassi (salted)
Lunch 2-3 small roti + dal (dry) + butter paneer + curd + salad
Tea time 2 biscuits with light tea
Dinner 2-3 small roti + soya + veg + curd + salad

DAY 10
DAY 4
Breakfast Bowl of fruit with milk
Mid morning Chutney sandwich with light tea
Lunch 2-3 small roti/rice + dal + veg + curd + salad
Tea time Tea/coffee with egg (boiled)
Dinner 2-3 small roti + palak paneer + veg + curd + salad

Breakfast Poached (egg) + 1 slice of bread + small glass of milk
Mid morning A glass of fresh juice
Lunch 2-3 small roti + dal/mutton dry + curd + salad
Tea time cold coffee small glass with 2 -3 biscuit
Dinner 2-3 small roti + soya dal + veg + curd + salad

DAY 11
DAY 5
Breakfast Egg (bhurji) + 2 slices of bread + a glass of milk
Mid morning An orange with light tea
Lunch 2-3 small roti + dal (white chana) + veg + curd + salad + papad
Tea time Bhel puri with light tea
Dinner 2-3 small roti + dal + veg + curd + salad

Breakfast Upma + a glass of milk
Mid morning Tomato sandwich with light tea
Lunch 2-3 small roti + dal + paneer (bhurji) + curd + salad
Tea time Sprouts
Dinner Rice + rajma curry + veg + curd + salad

DAY 12
DAY 6
Breakfast Sprouts with a glass of milk
Mid morning Tomato sandwich
Lunch 2-3 small roti + dal + veg (paneer dry) + curd +
salad
Tea time Upma with light tea
Dinner 2-3 small roti + mutton/veg + curd +
salad

24

Breakfast Egg sandwich + a glass of milk
Mid morning A glass of fresh juice
Lunch 2-3 small roti + dal + veg + curd + salad
Tea time Papaya
Dinner Rice + veg kadhi + papad + salad

DAY 13
Breakfast Bowl of fruits + a glass of milk
Mid morning A glass of fresh juice
Lunch 2-3 small roti + dal + veg + curd + salad
Tea time Bhel puri with tea
Dinner 2-3 small roti + veg + curd + salad
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DAY 14
Breakfast Sweet French toast + fruit
Mid morning A glass of fresh lime
Lunch Stuffed parantha + dal + curd + salad
Tea time Coffee shake
Dinner 2-3 small roti + chicken curry/veg+ curd + salad

DAY 15
Breakfast Spinach and mushroom sandwich + a glass of milk
Mid morning A glass of fresh juice
Lunch 2-3 small roti/rice + curry paneer + veg + curd + salad
Tea time Caramel custard
Dinner 2-3 small roti/rice + dal + veg + curd + salad

DAY 16
Breakfast (Breakfast cereal) oats + fruit
Mid morning Salted lassi
Lunch 2-3 small roti + dal + veg + curd +salad
Tea time Cold coffee
Dinner Rice/roti + chicken + dal + curd + salad
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Tea time 1 aloo tikki
Dinner 2-3 small roti/rice + veg + dal + curd + salad

DAY 23
Breakfast Bowl of fruits + a glass of milk
Mid morning A glass of fresh juice
Lunch 2-3 small roti/rice + fish curry/veg +
curd + salad
Tea time Bhel puri with tea
Dinner 2-3 small roti/rice + veg + raita +
salad

DAY 24
Breakfast Pancake + fruit
Mid morning Chutney sandwich with light
tea
Lunch Rice/roti+ paneer (dry) + dal + curd + salad
Tea time Coffee shake
Dinner 2-3 small roti/rice + soya + veg + curd + salad

DAY 25
DAY 17
Breakfast French toast (salted)
Mid morning Fruit
Lunch 2-3 small roti/ rice+ egg curry + veg + curd +salad
Tea time Tea with a slice of cake
Dinner 2-3 small roti+ soya+ dal + raita + salad + cup of kheer

Breakfast Cornflakes (breakfast cereal) + milk
Mid morning Coconut water
Lunch 2-3 small roti/rice + kadhi + veg + salad
Tea time Sprouts
Dinner 2-3 small roti/rice + paneer + veg + curd + salad

DAY 26
DAY 18
Breakfast Bowl of fruit with milk
Mid morning Chutney sandwich with light tea
Lunch 2-3 small roti/ rice + dal + veg + curd + salad
Tea time Tea/coffee with egg (boiled)
Dinner 2-3 small roti + matar paneer + veg + curd + salad

Breakfast Split grain (salted) with glass of milk
Mid morning Fruit
Lunch 2-3 small roti/rice + dal + veg + curd + salad
Tea time Cup of milk
Dinner 2-3 small roti + chicken + veg + curd + raita

DAY 27
DAY 19
Breakfast Egg (bhurji) + 2 slice of bread + a glass of milk
Mid morning An orange with light tea
Lunch 2-3 small roti/rice + dal (black chana) + veg + curd + salad
Tea time Dhokla with tea
Dinner 2-3 small roti + mutton/veg + dal + mint raita +salad

Breakfast Egg + milk + fruit
Mid morning Sprouts
Lunch 2-3 small roti + dal + veg + curd + salad
Tea time 1 sandwich
Dinner 2-3 small roti + egg curry + veg + curd + salad

DAY 28
DAY 20
Breakfast Vermicelli with curd + small cup of milk
Mid morning Coconut water
Lunch 2-3 small roti/rice + dal+ veg (paneer dry) + curd + salad
Tea time Small cup of fruit shake
Dinner 2-3 small roti/rice + fish + veg + salad + bread pudding

Breakfast Poha wirh fruit
Mid morning Cucumber sandwich
Lunch 2-3 small roti/rice + dal + paneer + curd + salad
Tea time Cup of milk
Dinner 2-3 small roti/rice + dal + veg + curd + salad + custard

DAY 29
DAY 21
Breakfast Sweet french toast
Mid morning Fruit
Lunch 2-3 small puris + veg + white chana + lassi + salad
Tea time Fresh lime
Dinner 2-3 small roti + dal + veg + curd + salad

Breakfast Idli + sambhar
Mid morning Paneer sandwich
Lunch 2-3 small roti/rice + dal + veg + curd + salad
Tea time 1 aloo tikki
Dinner 2-3 small roti/rice + fish + dal + curd + salad

DAY 30
DAY 22
Breakfast Stuffed parantha + curd
Mid morning Fruit
Lunch 2-3 small roti/rice + dal + veg + curd +salad

Breakfast Oats with milk + fruit
Mid morning Lassi sweet
Lunch 2-3 small roti/rice+ soya + veg + curd + salad
Tea time Sandwich with tea
Dinner 2-3 small roti/rice + veg + chicken + raita + salad + kheer
25
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Desktop workout
I

s sitting at your desk all
day getting you down?
Well, it's time to sit up
and bring in a little movement to those stiff, aching
back, neck and arm muscles
and may be burn some calories in the process. Try these
exercises when you have a
few minutes — or seconds —
to spare during a working
day. The best part? You can
do these sitting in front of
the computer screen. So,
take a deep breath, s-t-r-e-tc-h and say hello to a healthier lifestyle

1. First things first. Make sure you're
sitting properly, with your back
straight and shoulders pushed back.
Check that the height of your monitor
is at level with your eyes. Your wrists
should be placed slightly lower than
your elbows and your knees a little
higher than your hips.
2. Fidgeting is good for your health.
For instance, tap your feet, but just
make sure the noise doesn't bother the
person sitting next to you. The idea is
to keep moving. Take a walk to the
water cooler and, how about doing
your own photocopying?
3. For an hour a day, at 10-minute
intervals, you could try lifting up your
legs on the balls of your feet and then
putting them down. Do this for a few
minutes to exercise your calves.
4. When your fingers are not hitting
the keyboard, use the opportunity to
open up your palms by stretching your
26

fingers one by one- one hand at a
time- and then taking them back
together. Repeat several times.

5. To avoid stiffness, make it a point to
take deep breaths, walk around or
stretch your upper body every half
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hour.
Make
spontaneous
stretches a part of your day.
Focus on an area where you
can feel the tension. Start with
an easy stretch for 5-20 seconds; gently move into one of
mild tension and hold for 10-15
seconds. Don't overstretch and
remember to keep your breathing slow and deep. This will
increase flexibility.
6. Blink! It doesn't do your eyes
much good to focus at the monitor without a break. Look out
of the window or, if that's not
an option, focus on anything
about 20 feet away for about
20 seconds. Do this every 20
minutes.
7. Drink up. Keep a bottle of
water next to your workstation
and sip some every half hour.
This will keep you alert and
also eventually help you lose
weight.
8. While at your desk, sit
straight, feet on the floor and
place the bottle of water
between your thighs and
squeeze.

left elbow and slowly move it backwards behind your head. Hold the
stretch for 30 seconds and repeat for
the other side.
15. With your arms held away from
your body, interlace your fingers and
stretch with your palms facing outwards. Repeat twice, holding the
stretch for about 30 seconds. You
should feel the stretch in your arms
and shoulder blades.

9. If you type a lot, exercise
your wrist by rolling it regularly. You could also first open
your arms wide and then rotate
your wrists. This stretches
your chest and prevents you
from developing a hunch.

16. With your fingers interlaced and
your palms facing outwards, raise your
hands above your head. As you feel
the stretch, hold for 20 seconds. Do
this thrice.

10. With your fingers apart,
straighten them and hold for
about 10 seconds. Release and
then bend your knuckles, again
holding for a count of 10.
11. If you can get hold of a
hand-gripper, squeeze it frequently to give your forearm a
workout.
12. Shrug away tense muscles by raising your shoulders toward your ears
and holding the position for 3-5 seconds, before releasing. Repeat thrice to
relax tightness in the shoulders and
neck.

13. To relax tense shoulders and the
upper back, interlace your fingers
behind your head, with your elbows
straight out, and pull the shoulder
blades towards each other. Hold for 810 seconds and release. Repeat
several times.
14. With your right hand, hold your

17. To stretch your neck, slowly move
your head from side to side and forward and backwards. Hold each
stretch for about 10 seconds. Sitting
comfortably, you can also turn your
chin towards your left shoulder and
hold the stretch for 5 seconds. Do for
both sides.
18. Every few minutes, contract your
abdominal muscles, hold for a few seconds and release.
27
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Build a fit body
To look good and feel
forever young, try body
building, recomends
Kaizzad Capadia, most
popular fitness expert of
Maharashtra and also
trainer of KS Oils’ own
Mr India-aspirant Manoj
Rajput

A

s we age, we have to deal with loss of muscle and
weak joints due to degeneration of tissues. The benefits of body building are many. Since it prevents muscle loss, it keeps us looking young, leads us towards a
healthy lifestyle and away from osteoarthritis, among
the most common orthopedic ailments. It also combats falling metabolic rates, keeping it elevated at youthful levels, thus never allowing
the body to store excess fat.

THE PROCESS
The body first builds up on muscle or toned tissues. To do this, one
must first break down muscle, prompting the body to build more and
get toned in the process. This can be done through 'progressive overload' using free weights and machines. While one could engage in floor
exercises and free weights, there is no substitute to working out in a
well-equipped gym.

Manoj Rajput
training under
supervision of
Kaizzad Capadia
28
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MAKING THE MR INDIA GRADE:
THE CHALLENGE
1. No body part should be out of proportion to the rest.
2. Muscle size isn't enough, what you need are muscles and
extremely low levels of body fat.
3. Every bodybuilder is made to go through a self-choreographed posing routine to display his body at its best. These
highlight their strong points and hide weaknesses.

WHAT IT TAKES
1. Willpower to train with high
poundage and reach a level of intensity that can break down muscles.
2. A diet high in proteins (eggs, chicken, fish), fibrous carbs (vegetables
and certain fruits) and essential fatty
acids such as Omega-3.
3. Sufficient periods of rest and recovery between workouts to allow for the
repair process to occur, which ultimately leads to a gain in muscles.

WHERE MANOJ STANDS
Manoj's body is well-proportioned
and pleasing to the eye. He has
tremendous willpower and the ability
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to train intensely. He learns form and technique very quickly. He now needs to add mass to his frame and another 1015 kgs of muscle to be competitive on the national stage. He
can achieve this thorough training in about one-and-a-half
years.

WATCH YOUR DIET
Diet is as crucial as training. While training causes a breakdown in muscles, the newer lot can
be built up only with the help of a
right diet.
Eggs are a body building staple as
they are among the best sources of
protein, essential for repairing and
building up tissues. Each egg provides roughly six to seven grams of
high-quality of proteins. Besides,
eggs are convenient.

WHY WEIGHTLIFTING?
It’s helpful to follow a body
building routine, since it increases
muscles, and more importantlymakes one good looking.
(The writer is Director,
K11 Fitness Management
Co. Pvt. Ltd.)
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KS Oils’ Manoj Rajput with Mr Kaizzad Capadia at his fitness academy
"Is bodybuilding restricted only to Manoj Rajput? It can also be in the domain of every business manager who can hope to be a Mr
India in his own eyes. What a rigorous workout routine can do to your system and self esteem can be realised only from experience.
And, don't be under a wrong impression - physical workout defies age. The oldest body builder is perhaps 86-years-old,
great-grandmother Morjorie Newlin. What KSO ED, R Ganesh, has to say in this context makes an interesting reading..."
- Team Akshara

The business of workouts
R Ganesh enjoys his sessions in the gym and the challenge
of resistance training

O

ne of my hobbies is to work out in the gym in a
combination of aerobic and resistance exercises. I
had a break in the routine due to travel, but have
now resumed the programme.
Often people have wondered why I go into weights at
this age. My children have tried to dissuade me, but I have
been enjoying the rigour and the demands of such a programme.
Resistance exercises demand a very high sense of focus,
plan, determination and concentration. One needs to motivate oneself before going into a specific exercise. The exercises are tough and that's the reason they are fun. The disincentives are very high, the very thought of the body ache
can be frightening and it's easy to succumb to the temptation of a lazy, relaxed session over a mug of beer. But what
you achieve by killing the temptation is nothing short of
delight.
Every workout requires you to mobilise all your energy,
physical as well as emotional to achieve a completion. It's
almost like a do or die situation as failure can be damaging
and, if not properly handled, crippling. Therefore, I have a
backup system with a trained coach at hand at all times to
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ensure I follow the correct process, form and a plan. Every
session has a specific focus on identified body area and is
rotated so as not to tear the body unnecessarily. The session starts with a general warm up, followed by a specific
preparatory workout (like a dry run) and then scaled up
with repetition to test consistency. The capacity expansion
then follows a definite plan taking into account the physical resources, body conditioning and the commitment level.
What follows every session is a sheer sense of joy and
elation of having achieved something that was daunting to
begin with and difficult to reach. But, the fulfilment one
experiences after completion automatically leads to a high
order of confidence and self-assurance.
How do you compare this with the normal business
process? Perhaps, at the top management level, every step
we take is akin to a workout session - it requires focus, a
plan, trial run and a scale-up. My recommendation to every
young and old manager is to experience this great feeling
which will only supplement the formal education in structure, analysis and strategy.
What you achieve in terms of physical fitness is just the
icing!
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Exhale… relax!
R Venugopalan guides you through some simple
easy-to-do meditation routines

R Venugopalan
Soul Searchers Centre
ll of us lead busy and stressful
lives, which leaves us feeling
exhausted and tense. The
tension is reflected in various ways on
the body and mind. While a chaotic
way of life blocks our minds, meditation helps us get rejuvenated and feel
fresh every day.
Here, we show you some simple
ways to free your mind through meditation. Before sitting for meditation
say a brief prayer to God or your guru,
inviting them to be with you during
your meditation.

A

area and then hold. Concentrate on
the extension of 'mmm' or 'nnn' and
you will feel a sensation within. When
the sensation stops, release the
breath from the mouth slowly. Again,
close your mouth and repeat the
process 10 times.
 Inhale and exhale normally for a
count of 1,2,3,4 for ten times.
 Say your prayers before opening
your eyes.

MORNING MEDITATION
Time: Between 5 am - 7 am
PART 1

 Sit comfortably with the spine
straight and eyes closed.
 Place your hands on your knees.
 Practice deep, slow relaxed breathing for a few minutes. Breathe in,
counting 1…2…3…4, hold for a
count of 1 and then breathe out,
counting 1…2…3…4. Do this 10
times.
 Now let the breath flow in and out
naturally (without counting).
 Mentally, watch your breath as it
comes in and observe your thoughts
and feelings during the gaps between
inhalation and exhalation and also as
you exhale.
(Don't pre-determine thoughts. In the
beginning, thoughts will flow naturally,
simply observe them as they come and
go. Don't get perturbed by any thoughts.
If the thought is disturbing, just make a
mental note and ignore it. Do this for 10
minutes.)
PART 2

 Now inhale for a count of 1,2,3,4
and mentally say "OM" or "Ah-men" or
"So-hum". Hold the breath for a count
of 4 and release. Do this 10 times.
 Now, while inhaling, say
'Aummmmm', or 'Ah-mennnnnnnn' or
'So-hummmm'. Do this till you feel a
pressure building up in your chest

NIGHT MEDITATION
Time: Between 10 pm - 12 midnight

 Sit comfortably with the spine
straight and eyes closed.
 Place your hands on your knees.
 Inhale and exhale for a count of 4.
Do this 10 times.
 Now, breathe deep and fast
through your nose continuously.
Allow your body to move freely as you
breathe. You can move your hands up
and down or front and back while
doing this meditation or engage in
any other physical motion that helps
you pump more oxygen into your
lungs.
 Start with one minute and slowly
increase the duration to five minutes.
(If somebody has a breathing problem or
cardiac problems, please check with a
doctor before doing this exercise. Or
breathe slowly and if you feel the heat
starting to build up, stop and relax.)

BEDTIME MEDITATION
The following should be done after the night meditation so that you may be able to sleep peacefully.

 Simply lie down on the bed.
 Spread your legs leaving a comfortable gap. The hands should be placed
on the sides of the body in a comfortable position.
 Start breathing slowly. Focus your
attention on your breath. Notice your
breathing. Feel the breath as you
inhale and as you exhale. In the
beginning, the breathing will be fast
because of the meditation exercise
done earlier and later the force slows
down.
 In this exercise, there is no control
to be exercised and you only have to
feel the breathing. The feeling should
be of inhalation and exhalation. There
is no right or wrong way to do this
exercise.
 As you inhale, imagine you are
inhaling peace and calmness. As you
breathe out, imagine you are exhaling
all the tensions of the day.
 Mentally concentrate on a part of
body and ask it to get relaxed. For
example, notice the muscles of your
face and then ask these muscles to
relax, repeat this for other parts of the
body till you reach the feet.
 When the concentration reaches
the heart region say the following
affirmation
I want the heart region to open,
Let the heart open the beauty that is
there in the world,
Let the blessing of the Lord and Guru
be with me for life,
Let the heart open to the love for one
and all.
 Continue to focus your attention on
your breathing until you fall asleep.
(Trained in both Tibetan
mysticism and the yogic sciences,
R Venugopalan has authored several
books, which include Meditation
Anytime Anywhere and Soul
Searchers - The Art of Breathing.)
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Sleep Right
Dr Manvir Bhatia tells you how to ensure a good night’s sleep

S

leep can be termed a state of
reversible unresponsiveness. It is
a very active process and consists
of two main stages -Non REM (Non
Rapid Eye Movement) and REM (Rapid
Eye Movement). These were differentiated on the basis of eye movements
recorded during sleep. The NREM is further divided into four stages. A certain
amount of sleep is spent in each stage
normally.
The amount of sleep required
decreases with age. Children require
longer hours (11-12 hours), teenagers
9-10 hours, adults 7- 8 hours and elderly 5- 6 hours.
It also depends on the individuals,
with some being 'short sleepers' and
others 'long sleepers'.
When we don't get enough sleep, we
tend to feel tired, with a heavy head,
poor concentration and attention. Some
metabolic changes are also seen, such
as the activation of the autonomic nervous system, which results in increase in
BP, blood sugar and weight with
changes in immune function.

Common symptoms
of sleep disorder
 Poor sleep. Difficulty in falling asleep,
waking up frequently during the night
or waking up in the early hours.
 Increased sleep in daytime. Tendency
to doze while working/reading/watching TV/driving, etc.
 Violent behaviour in sleep/increased
dreaming, sleep and talking, etc.
To diagnose a sleep disorder, talk to
your physician about the sleep related
problem. If it is not resolved, consult a
specialist in sleep medicine.
The "Sleep Study"
This involves the recording of various
parameters during sleep - brain activity
muscle, breathing, EKG, snoring and
oxygen level in the blood.
32

The following factors are taken
into account
 Breathing patterns during sleep (regular, irregular and pauses)
 Snoring with pauses
 Oxygen saturation throughout the
night
 EKG - heart rate changes, abnormal
beats, etc.
 Leg movements/body movements.
The information is recorded on a
computer for the whole night (usually
6-7 hours) and then reported.
This information helps in judging the
quality and quantity of sleep in each
stage.
Ensuring "Good Sleep"
Improve sleep hygiene. This means
habits that help you to have a good
night's sleep. Common sleeping problems (such as insomnia) are often
caused by bad habits reinforced over
years or even decades. You can dramatically improve your sleep quality by
making a few minor adjustments to
your lifestyle and attitude.
It is also important to spend an
appropriate amount of time in bed, not
too little, or too excessive. This may
vary individually; for example, if someone has a problem with daytime sleeping, they should spend a minimum of
eight hours in bed, if they have difficulty sleeping at night, they should limit
themselves to 7 ½ hours in bed in order
to keep the sleep pattern consolidated.

Avoid
 Avoid napping during the day; it can
disturb the normal pattern of sleep and
wakefulness.
 Avoid stimulants such as caffeine,
nicotine and alcohol too close to bedtime. While alcohol is well known to
speed the onset of sleep, it disrupts
sleep in the second half as the body

begins to metabolise the alcohol, causing arousal.
 Exercise can promote good sleep.
Vigorous exercise should be taken in the
morning or late afternoon. A relaxing
exercise, like yoga, can be done before
bedtime to help initiate a restful night's
sleep.
 Food can be disruptive right before
sleep; stay away from large meals close
to bedtime. Also, dietary changes can
cause sleep problems. If someone is
struggling with a sleep problem, it's not
a good time to start experimenting with
spicy dishes. And, remember, chocolate
has caffeine.
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Improve your sleeping
environment
 Ensure adequate exposure to natural
light. This is particularly important for
older people who may not venture outside as frequently as children and
adults. Light exposure helps maintain a
healthy sleep-wake cycle.
 Establish a regular relaxing bedtime
routine. Try to avoid emotionally upsetting conversations and activities before
trying to go to sleep. Don't dwell on, or
bring your problems to bed.
 Associate your bed with sleep. It's
not a good idea to use your bed to
watch TV, listen to the radio, or read

(violent, aggressive serials/stories).
 Make sure that the sleep environment is pleasant and relaxing. The bed
should be comfortable, the room should
not be too hot or cold, or too bright.
 Take a warm bath.

Relax your mind
Insomnia is often caused by worrying.
Suggestions include
 If you are a chronic bedtime worrier,
try scheduling a half hour of 'worry
time' well before bed. Once you retire,
remind yourself that you've already
done your worrying for the day.
 Try relaxation exercises. You could
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consciously relax every part of your
body, starting with your toes and working up to your scalp. Or you could think
of a restful scene, concentrate on the
rhythmic rise and fall of your breathing,
or focus on a mantra (repeating a word
or phrase constantly.
The most important sleep hygiene
measure is to maintain a regular sleeping and waking up pattern seven days a
week.
(Dr Manvir Bhatia is
chairperson of Sleep Medicine
at Sir Ganga Ram Hospital and
Senior Consultant of Neurology.)
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T

he fat girl sat chirpily across me
on the other bed and said, "How
much have you lost? I've tried
everything... so I'm giving this a try
too. Nothing seems to work." We were
bonding at a weight loss salon in New
Delhi, strapped to the bed with a light
current trying to melt stubborn fat as we
watched MTV. Felt convenient as hell
but costly too at Rs 4,000 a month for
five kilos.
The ad promising 10 kilos off for Rs
2,100 with no diet or exercise (the
clinching factor) took me there as fast
as I could go (which wasn't very fast
considering I had over 10 kilos to lose.)
Of course, once there, I was persuaded
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on the virtues of other costlier "guaranteed" weight loss packages.
Anyway, the eagle eye of the dietician had me quitting in a hurry, having
lost just 3.5 kilos the first month (with
every 100g sending me in squealing
raptures to announce to bemused colleagues). And, for good reason: I was
put on a diet since I was not losing

weight fast enough. I lost some weight
alright, but apparently not enough to
meet "their" target and was told to follow their diet backwards. Realisation
dawned: Why pay someone to starve?
Couldn't I just do it on my own?
But, losing weight with no apparent
effort is too tempting a prospect to miss.
So, I was a willing "victim" for a trip to

Inch of an effort
V Anu admits she’s a sucker for every
weight loss treatment going around
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The first couple of days
on a diet of fruits and
boiled vegetables went
fine, but after my insipid
soyabean diet, my
resistance wore thin and
I had a rasagulla offered
in office. I looked at it
longingly till a colleague
kindly commented,
"Have it, it's prasad" and
I jumped at it

a certain "laser centre" when the office
required a volunteer. The first session
was a thumping one where a sweet,
plump girl pleasantly thumped me with
a roller for about a half hour. It didn't
hurt much since my bones, well... didn't really feel it. But the girl who went
after me was groaning in pain.
Anyway, for the next part, we were
covered with clay, called a body wrap, a
miraculous "blend of natural clays from
ancient seabeds which delivers results
and raises the metabolic rate and helps
lose 400-600 calories without adverse
effects - in a single sitting!" Wow! Could
life get any easier? After this, I entered
a body capsule, which at first sight
looked scary as all I could see was the
head of the girl inside. I was relieved
when she spoke. So, I entered that, and
to the strains of soothing music lost five
and a half inches - according to the girl
in charge, who had the bedside manner
of a doctor.
After this, I decided to just take a
walk instead... literally! So, I managed
to wake up early in the morning and
reach Deer Park for a walk and watch
the ducks for three days. For a few
weeks I followed a balanced diet after
which I decided the GM diet was a

quicker option. (I know, I know... some
people never learn!)
But, before that, I checked my
weight... and guess what? I had lost
three kilos on my own. Anyway, the
GM diet beckoned and I got into it with
dedicated fervour. The first couple of
days on a diet of fruits and boiled vegetables went fine, but after my insipid
soyabean diet, my resistance wore thin
and I had a rasagulla offered in office. I
looked at it longingly till a colleague
kindly commented, "Have it, it's prasad"
and I jumped at it. I gave up on the seventh and last day, having lost only a
kilo. The only loss... I now hate soyabean when I loved it earlier... as a vegetarian, I had very few options already.
While I was still thinking wisely, I
called up a dietician, who suggested I
target my dinners. People tend to starve
during the day and binge at night when
the body begins to crave sweets and
carbohydrates... this ruins the metabolism, I was told.
As for me, I am back on a regular
diet... and in all this time, managed to
lose eight kilos! But, to be honest, I
would be a sucker for any weight loss
programme. In short, I would do anything to lose weight... except exercise!
35
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Endings or beginnings?
The world is round; the place which seems like the
end may just be the beginning, says Neha Singhal

A

t some time or the other, we
have all experienced a point in
our lives when everything
seems confusing and there seems no
solution in sight. Should we interpret
this point in our lives as a new beginning or as the ending of a certain
phase or chapter?
Time and again, I wonder why we
feel sorry when something ends, even
when we know that to prolong its
existence is undesirable. As ever, our
minds and hearts pull us in different
directions, with a constant tussle
between what we know and what we
feel. Disappointment and relief co-mingle. But, like mud in murky water, we
only need to wait patiently and with
passage of time the mud settles, leaving everything clear and calm. Time is
truly the greatest solution provider.
When we talk, we often say that we
have an optimistic approach, a progressive view of the world. But, the
reality is different. Why do we always
curse our luck? Why don't we accept
failure as a step ahead for success?
Why are we not able to see what lies
behind the curtains? Because we are
happy living in a square. We always
want to see the world as we want it,
not as it is.
We react in this manner because we
are insecure. We fear of losing the
game, losing opportunities and separation from those close to us. We never
think beyond the END… and accepting
the happenings as a beginning rather

than an end.
For instance, we tend
to view the black
color as a sign of
darkness, fear and
loneliness, without
thinking
twice
about it. Just like a
coin has two faces,
black also has two
aspects and if we throw
a light on its brighter side
we'll be able to view it as a
colour of knowledge and
grace.
Always remember,
after the darkness,
there is a beam of
light, which brings
new hopes and
opportunities.
"We may not get
what we want, but
may learn a lesson from
what we get."
It's about learning to reevaluate our
life and to stop blaming circumstances
or other people. It's about learning to
live with happiness and joy, being
cheerful because tragedies and situations don't tell us that life is over.
Instead, they're a call for action, a call
to react.
Few years back, my grandmother
fell down and fractured her leg. At her
age (she was 72), we had started
believing that she would never be able
to walk again. But with her determination and will power, she not only

recovered quickly, but today almost
matches my steps. The incident taught
me the importance of never giving up
in life and how determined desires
can give shape to our path.
The end or a beginning… it's only different
perceptions.
We
should live with
enjoyment,
cheer,
new hopes and direction and take each
day as new because…
life deserves it!
Life never ends….it just
continues with the phases which
always accost with us in
different ways. And
stock markets are a
great example of how
life never stops.
From a figure of
1000 points in July
1990, Bombay Stock
Exchange benchmark
Sensex touched the
21,000 mark in January
2008. But like true colours of
life, the journey hasn't been without
hurdles, one the biggest being the
Harshad Mehta scam in 1992.
After the scam worth thousands of
crores broke out, markets plummeted
by 13 percent, eroding wealth of more
than 1,00,000 crores and the markets
entered a bear phase there after.
However, historical data shows that
after every fall, Sensex has come back
stronger and scaled new peaks. And
that applies to human beings as well.
(Neha Singhal works at City
Office, Morena)

COMMENTS FROM THE EDITOR:
Have not all of us heard of the question- Is the glass half empty or half full? It's after all an issue of mind set and Neha's story
reflects the same dilemma.
While on the subject, it would be very educative to visit the web site www.mfpaindia.com of the Association of Mouth and
Foot Painting Artists, which portrays the courageous lives of people who have lost their arms and limbs, but yet demonstrate
to the world that they are no less than their better endowed brethren. Incidentally the company new year greeting cards this
year were all created by such people who have painted the designs using their foot or mouth. All of us with full facility can
learn a lesson from these artistes.
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Soft skills: Key to wellbeing
Relationship skills like communication and teamwork can make
the going easier at work, says Shampa Banerjee

W

e constantly lament that
life has become very hectic;
people don't have time for
basic things like manners, for enquiring upon each other's health, for lending a helping hand in times of need.
We may be at times more concerned
about wealth than our well-being. It's
time we admitted that there's more to
life than money. "Well-being" implies
improved health and
happier people and
can't be measured by
money. It's about the
beauty of our surroundings, the quality
of our culture and,
above all, the strength
of our relationships.
Some kinds of relationship skills - like
communication skills
and teamwork - act to
support social relationships, and investment
in these skills is reflected in the form of our
growth. If we elaborate
more on soft skills,
these are the ones that
define our approach
towards work, life,
problems, etc. They
refer to the cluster of
personality traits, social
graces, facility with
language, personal habits, friendliness
and optimism that mark people to
varying degrees. Soft skills complement hard skills, which are the technical requirements of a job. The most
valued soft skills include communications (both verbal and written), interpersonal skills, teamwork, problemsolving, time-management, analytical
and adaptability. Basic training in soft
skills generally covers communication,
self-awareness, empathy, social eti-

quettes, creativity, leadership and presentation skills.
As soft skills are people skills, the
best part about mastering them is that
their application is not limited to our
profession. Their scope extends to all
aspects of life. This attitude difference
helps us maintain focus and results in
higher levels of quality work.
Organisational changes seem to be

increasing our requirement for "soft"
skills such as communication, teamwork, time management and flexibility.
Though most of us agree that these
skills are important, very few of us
give these skills high priority. The
effort towards acquiring soft skills
should begin with our recognition of
the lack of it. At times, we might
assume that we don't need to improve.
Therefore, an honest introspection is a

must.
Barely after two weeks of attendance in Communication Training, one
of the fellow employees paid me the
biggest compliment by saying that in
his recent official tour, he was able to
converse confidently in English with
officials unlike his previous hesitant
efforts. His beaming face was proof of
his raised level of confidence. If a few
days of training can
make such a difference,
imagine what can be
achieved through regular sessions.
Hearing such words
of newfound confidence
have since become a
regular experience. As
most of the departments
have
now
become
involved in the training
process, it's common
practice for people to
voice their joy in being
able to communicate
better. I bask in the
warmth of the glow of
satisfaction on their
faces. The fact that more
and more people are
opting voluntarily for
the training proves that
we have successfully
communicated
the
importance of soft skills.
Finally, we can say that competition
being very stiff, only those, who are
hardworking, honest and competent
individuals with soft skills to match,
are the ones who succeed. They are
the ones, who not only find a place,
but also retain their jobs and grow.
This job stability and economic security gives us a feeling of contentment
and well-being.
(Shampa Banerjee is the Manager,
Training at KS Oils)
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Jagdish Singh Verma

Sunil Tomar

Kashri Nand Pandey

Brijpuri Goswami

Manufacturing
Morena Plant

Packaging
Morena Plant

Solvent
Alwar Plant

SEP
Ratlam

April 1

April 4

April 6

April 13

Munna Khan

Mukeem Khan

Subhash Parihar

Raj Kumar Mandel

Administration
Morena Plant

Packaging
Morena Plant

Electrical
Ratlam

Administration
Kota

April 1

April 4

April 6

April 13

Prem Narayan Kushwaha

Kamlesh Mahor

Santosh Kumar Goyal

Digvijay Singh

Engineering
Morena Plant

Administration
Morena Plant

SEP/Utility
Kota

DOC
Ratlam

April 1

April 4

April 8

April 14

Richa Singhal

Arjun Singh Mewada

Indrajeet Singh

Brajesh

Account
City Office

Prep
Kota

Manufacturing
Morena Plant

Solvent
Alwar Plant

April 2

April 5

April 8

April 14

Kailash Sharma

Mayank Kumar Sharma

Johny Rawat

Neeraj Kosti

Workshop
Alwar Plant

Godown
Alwar Plant

Accounts
Morena Plant

HR
Morena Plant

April 2

April 5

April 9

April 14

R B Yadav

Anil Shinde

Ram Kumar Agrawal

Jagdish Bansal

Administration
Morena Plant

IT
City Office

Commercial
Morena Plant

Manufacturing
Morena Plant

April 3

April 5

April 9

April 15

Mohan Lal Verma

Ishlammudin Khan

Balkishan Mehra

Dheeraj Bandil

Commercial
Morena Plant

Engineering
Morena Plant

Engineering
Morena Plant

Commercial
Morena Plant

April 3

April 5

April 9

April 15

Umesh Kulshreshtha

Nitin Tiwari

Babulal

Ajay Pande

Logistic
Morena Plant

HR
Morena Plant

Oil Division
Alwar Plant

Refinery
Alwar Plant

April 3

April 5

April 9

April 15

Heera Lal Yadav

Manish Sharma

Ram Lal

Rahul Mishra

Manufacturing
Morena Plant

Manufacturing
Morena Plant

Oil Division
Alwar Plant

IT
City Office

April 3

April 5

April 12

April 15

Rahish Khan

Rinku

Rajesh Sen

Suresh Singh Tomar

Finance
City Office

Quality Control
Morena Plant

Prep
Ratlam

Manufacturing
Morena Plant

April 3

April 5

April 12

April 16

Kritesh Kumar Gupta

Ramniwas Gaur

A S Shaji

Rajesh Chauhan

Legal
City Office

Engineering
Morena Plant

Packaging
Morena Plant

Administration
Morena Plant

April 3

April 5

April 12

April 18

Chakradhar Singh Parihar

Rakesh Malonia

Satish Bandil

Umardeen

SEP/Utility
Kota

Commercial
Morena Plant

Engineering
Morena Plant

Oil Division
Alwar Plant

April 4

April 5

April 13

April 18

Charan Singh

Ram Sevak Mahor

Girish Verma

Vinit Tarwadi

Solvent
Alwar Plant

Engineering
Morena Plant

Electrical
Ratlam

Store
Ratlam

April 4

April 6

April 13

April 18
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a very happy birthday!
Ram Vilas Lovanshi

Ram Naresh Tyagi

Rashmi Gupta

Raju Tomar

ETP
Kota

Packaging
Morena Plant

Quality Control
Morena Plant

Manufacturing
Morena Plant

April 20

May 1

May 3

May 9

Rajesh Kumar Meena

Dharmendra Singh Sikerwar

Rajendra Singh Gurjar

Ashok Kumar Singhal

Administration
Kota

Packaging
Morena Plant

Manufacturing
Morena Plant

Commercial
Morena Plant

April 20

May 1

May 4

May 10

Ram Kishore

Yogesh Kulshrestha

Rahul

Raghvendra Sharma

Godown
Alwar Plant

Packaging
Morena Plant

Solvent
Alwar Plant

Administration
Morena Plant

April 20

May 1

May 4

May 10

Pawan Kumar Agarwal

Budha Ram Kushwaha

Asha Bandil

Ajit Ponia

Safety
Morena Plant

Manufacturing
Morena Plant

Store
City Office

Packaging
Morena Plant

April 22

May 2

May 4

May 10

Mukesh Agrawal

Sanjay Goyal

Vishnu Prasad Mewada

Commercial
Morena Plant

Commercial
Morena Plant

Refinery
Kota

April 23

May 2

May 5

Mahesh Sharma

Nitin Parnerkar

Babblu Dhote

Refinery
Ratlam

Quality Control
Morena Plant

Laboratory
Ratlam

April 23

May 2

May 5

Sripal Singh Jhala

Rajendra Singh

Deepak Sharma

ETP
Ratlam

SEP
Ratlam

Administration
Morena Plant

April 29

May 3

May 6

Ravindra Gupta

Manoj Agarwal

Hemant Sharma

Store
Morena Plant

Accounts
City Office

Purchase
Ratlam

April 30

May 3

May 6

Kushagra Pradhan

Akbar khan

Amit Agarwal

Accounts
Morena Plant

Refinery
Alwar Plant

Exim
City Office

April 30

May 3

May 7

Afsar Ahmad

Deep Chandra

Virendra Sharma

Legal
City Office

General
Alwar Plant

Prep
Kota

May 1

May 3

May 7

Sanjay Panwar

Harish Kulshreshtha

Lokendra Singh Sisodiya

Dispatch
Ratlam

Packaging
Morena Plant

Prep
Kota

May 1

May 3

May 8

Sitaram Gupta

Ram Kumar Kulrestha

Jitendra Vyas

Packaging
Morena Plant

Commercial
Morena Plant

Administration
Ratlam

May 1

May 3

May 9

Anil Ojha

Arvind Singh Bhadoria

Kishore Karade

Manufacturing
Morena Plant

Manufacturing
Morena Plant

Prep
Ratlam

May 1

May 3

May 9
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Udayraj Pandey

Ramesh Singh Rajak

Hemraj Malviya

Sanjay Chaurasia

DOC
Ratlam

Administration
Morena Plant

Refinery
Ratlam

HR
Morena Plant

May 10

May 15

May 22

June 1

Mahesh Bokil

Aziz Qureshi

Ram Chandra Baurasi

Pankaj Dandotiya

Electrical
Ratlam

Store
Morena Plant

Civil
Ratlam

Engineering
Morena Plant

May 10

May 15

May 25

June 1

Mukesh Singh Jadon

Balram Yadav

Sapan Malaiya

Shishupal Gupta

Godown
Alwar Plant

Quality Control
Morena Plant

Engineering
Morena Plant

Engineering
Morena Plant

May 10

May 15

May 25

June 1

Amit Kulshrestha

Chandrashekhar Srivastava

Sunil Mehra

Manoj Kumar Srivas

IT
City Office

Quality Control
Morena Plant

Accounts
Kota

Administration
Morena Plant

May 10

May 15

May 25

June 1

Vijay Gore

Babu Lal Bansal

Pradeep Kumar

Ajay Kumar Ojha

Accounts
City Office

Cash
Alwar Plant

Packing Material
Morena Plant

Engineering
Morena Plant

May 11

May 15

May 27

June 2

Arvind Bhawsar

Mukesh Meena

Dinesh Mangla

Jitendra Gupta

IT
City Office

Electrical
Alwar Plant

Manufacturing
Morena Plant

Accounts
City Office

May 12

May 15

May 28

June 2

Mohar Singh

Manoj Kumar Dixit

Keshav Singh Gour

Nityanand Thakur

Lab
Alwar Plant

Engineering
Morena Plant

Refinery
Alwar Plant

Manufacturing
Morena Plant

May 12

May 17

May 28

June 3

Shyam Sunder Jha

Gajraj Singh Parihar

Vimal Vishvkarma

Vinod Kumar

Refinery
Kota

Manufacturing
Morena Plant

Refinery
Alwar Plant

Packing Material
Morena Plant

May 12

May 18

May 30

June 4

Vinod Kumar Rao

Praveen Khandelwal

Awdesh Goyal

Dinesh Kulshrestha

Administration
Morena Plant

Accounts
City Office

HR
Kota

Store
Morena Plant

May 12

May 18

May 30

June 4

Anwar Khan

Mohit Agarwal

Suresh Singh Kushwah

Ajay Pal Singh Gaur

Administration
Morena Plant

IT
City Office

ETP
Kota

Dispatch
Ratlam

May 12

May 18

May 31

June 4

Rajendra Negi

Hemant Pathak

Dharshan Bhawsar

Rajesh Pachouri

Engineering
Morena Plant

DOC
Ratlam

Electrical
Kota

IT
City Office

May 13

May 19

June 1

June 5

Basant Pal Singh

Bramanand Meena

Dwarika Prasad Malviya

Rajeev Agarwal

Engineering
Morena Plant

Store
Kota

Prep
Kota

Accounts
City Office

May 13

May 20

June 1

June 5

Deepak Haryan

Kamlesh Kumar Kushwaha

Shyam Yadav

Jagdish Yadav

Engineering
Morena Plant

Accounts
Morena Plant

Reception
City Office

Refinery
Alwar Plant

May 14

May 20

June 1

June 5

Shyam Singh

Jitendra Nath

Aaradhna Kulshrestha

K P Velayudhan Acharya

Refinery
Alwar Plant

Electrical
Kota

Reception
City Office

Prep
Kota

May 14

May 20

June 1

June 5

Brijbihari Goswami

BMD Nair

Santosh Verma

Anil Kumar Sharma

Laboratory
Ratlam

Solvent
Alwar Plant

Travel Desk
City Office

Quality Control
Morena Plant

May 14

May 22

June 1

June 5
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Baboo Lal Bansal

Veerendra Kumar Garg

Om Prakash Gothwal

Narayan Singh

Commercial
Morena Plant

Commercial
Morena Plant

Electrical
Kota

Packaging
Morena Plant

June 5

June 10

June 20

June 29

Natthi Lal

Chaman Kumar Maheshwari

Ashok Kumar Mehra

Narayan Lal

Administration
Morena Plant

Manufacturing
Morena Plant

Civil
Kota

Maintenance
Kota

June 5

June 11

June 20

June 30

Naresh Agrawal

Nihal Singh

Sanjay Mehta

Dilip Kumar Baurasi

Commercial
Morena Plant

Packaging
Morena Plant

Store
Ratlam

DOC
Ratlam

June 5

June 12

June 20

June 30

Ravi Kumar Singhal

Pramod Kumar Choudhary

Sunil Gupta

Bal Krishan Solanki

Commercial
Morena Plant

ETP
Ratlam

Purchase
Morena Plant

Maintenance
Ratlam

June 6

June 13

June 21

June 30

Narveer Singh

Ravindra Singh Chauhan

Jasvindra Singh Yadav

Vijay Agrawal

Solvent
Alwar Plant

Utility
Morena Plant

Civil
Ratlam

E D Office
Morena Plant

June 7

June 14

June 21

June 30

Vivek Singh Chandel

Sanjay Gupta

Gaurav Khandelwal

Pankaj Pandey

Store
City Office

Quality Control
Morena Plant

Accounts
City Office

Manufacturing
Morena Plant

June 7

June 14

June 22

June 30

Sanjeev

Dilip Sharma

Vinay Agarwal

Tilak Singh Sikarwar

Solvent
Alwar Plant

Refinery
Alwar Plant

Accounts
City Office

Quality Control
Morena Plant

June 7

June 15

25 June

June 30

Om Prakash Pal

Ram Chandra Carpenter

Shailendra Singh

Shriom Mishra

Engineering
Morena Plant

Refinery
Kota

Purchase
Kota

Utility
Morena Plant

June 7

June 15

June 25

June 30

Manmeet Verma

Rakesh Tyagi

Hom Singh Rawat

Accounts
Morena Plant

Commercial
Morena Plant

Packaging
Morena Plant

June 8

June 15

June 25

Praveen Shrivastava

Ramveer Singh Prajapati

Vikram Jaisawal

Accounts
Morena Plant

Packaging
Morena Plant

Manufacturing
Morena Plant

June 8

June 15

June 25

Sukhram Khede

Kapil Shivhare

Abhishek Verma

Refinery
Kota

IT
City Office

Accounts
Morena Plant

June 8

June 17

June 26

Bal Chand Rangwal

Vikas Kumar Jain

Mukesh Sharma

SEP
Kota

Accounts
Kota

Accounts
Kota

June 10

June 19

June 27

Rajendra Kumar Gupta

Rameshwar Kushwaha

Banty Ghuraiya

Safety
Morena Plant

Manufacturing
Morena Plant

Commercial
Morena Plant

June 10

June 19

June 28

Raju Agrawal

Narendra Kumar Dwedi

V K Mathur

Commercial
Morena Plant

Engineering
Morena Plant

R&D
Morena Plant

June 10

June 20

June 28

Ramjeet Yadav

Gopal Prajapati

Sanjay Singh

Quality Control
Morena Plant

Engineering
Morena Plant

Packaging
Morena Plant

June 10

June 20

June 29
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New Joinees

Welcome to the K S Oils family
ALWAR PLANT
Electrical
Mukesh Meena
General
Bheem Singh
Oil Division
Lallan Singh
Refinery
Munni Kumar Saini
Shyam Singh

Chirag Maheshwari
Hitesh Kumar Agarwal
HRD
Anuradha Umale
Accounts
Vinod Singh Rajput
Ajay Shinde
Finance
Amit Bansal

Sales Tax
Sanjeev Kumar Mittal
Travel Desk
Santosh Verma

KOTA
Civil
Ashok Mehra
Devendra Singh Rajawat
Maintenance
Rajendra Prasad Sharma
Girraj Prasad Nagar
Narayan Lal
Vinod Rangwal
Store
Sandeep Garg
Field
Bhure Singh Sikarwar
Praveen Tyagi
Commercial
Manish Sharma
Administration
Rajesh Kumar Meena
Lab
Shiva Nand Sharma
Prep
KV Velayadhan Acharya
Accounts
Ravi Raj

MORENA CITY OFFICE
Administration
Deepak Mudgal Khardekar
Mrinal Shukla
IT
Mohit Agarwal
42

Purchase
Satish Sharma
Transport
Satish Sharma
Civil
Banshi Lal Singhal
Marketing
Surajit Dutta
Deepak Verma
Dinesh Narang
Jonhy Rawat
Ashish Threja
Procurement
Mahender Singh Tomar
Electrical
Ravindra Kumar Gupta

MORENA PLANT
HRD
Ashok Kumar Shriwas
Neeraj Kosti
Sanjay Chaurasia
Accounts
Bhupendra Singh Pal
Chandra Bhan Tomar
Manmeet Verma
Mohit Agrawal
Kushangra Pradhan
AC Chaturvedi
Dhirendra Singh Bhadauria
Vishwas Anwekar
Maintenance
Devendra Singh
Administration
Dilip Verma
Hakim Singh
Manoj Singhal
Anurag Sharma
Suresh Chand Khuswah
Refinery
Jitendra Swaroop
Vanaspati
Matadin Mathur
Oil Plant
Rajendra Kumar Gupta
Kuldeep Singh
Food Plant
Ramniwas
Satnaam Singh
Suresh Chand Khuswah

RATLAM
Civil
Arvind Kumar Baurasi
Maintenance
Lokendra Singh
Bharat Singh
Govind Ram Gamad
Panna Lal
Datar Singh
Pradeep Singh Pal
Shyam Solanki
Himmat Singh
Laboratory
Gopal Singh Parihar
Yatendra Kumar
Ashok Kumar Pandey
Shiraj Singh Tomar
Dispatch
Rajenishkant Sharma
Store
Shivnath Singh Panwar
Administration
Dinesh Gangale

- Compiled by Team Akshara
with inputs from
Shyambir Singh, Jaya Azad,
Deepak Trivedi
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Moving towards new horizons
A variety of activities and initiatives are making learning fun at SPS
Scholars Welcome Their New Head
Mr. Rohit Ratanjee joined as the Director of Scholars' Public
School on 11 December 2007. The new head of the institution is a seasoned educationist with wide experience as
Principal at varied places like Kabul, Nainital, Faridabad,
Varanasi, Mumbai, Ahmadabad, and Daman (UT).
The school also welcomes Mrs. Neelam Ratanjee who has
joined as Programme Coordinator (Enrichment). She has had
a long association with CBSE English Language Teaching
(CBSE-ELT) initiatives. She has
worked both as a teacheradministrator and as a teachertrainer.

Parental Interface
The air is thick with enthusiasm
at the Scholars' Public School
(SPS).The school is set to maximise the involvement of all its
stakeholders. There are initiatives underway for using creative thinking in improving each
aspect of the institution. The
parents have a crucial role to
play in the working and growth
of a school. At SPS, they provide
feedback on systems to make
them more responsive to the real
and urgent needs of the students and parents. The "Parent
Power", strategically tapped by the planners at SPS, is set to
give a completely new meaning to education.

with the English language, the participants will also receive
grounding in Elementary Psychology & Child Development
to master the skills for effective child management.

It's Fun Time at Junior School
Students of kindergarten had loads of fun after their 'exams'
ended. Three excitement-filled days (from 17 March to 19
March 2008) were set aside for them as end-of-the-term
activities.

Goodbye Class of 2008!
We bade farewell to students of
Class XII in a solemn gathering,
arranged by students of Class XI,
on 29 February 2008. Standard
XI students recalled the characteristics of their seniors as they
had received the seniority baton
from them in an impressive
Candle Lighting Ceremony. The
Director offered them good wishes on behalf of the entire school
and gave them some words of
advice on how to cope with the
Brave New World lying ahead of
them. The Head Boy and the
Head Girl, along with the
Director, jointly did the honours
of cutting the farewell cake. The outgoing class fondly
recalled the times spent at their alma mater. Members of the
faculty were present to bless the Class of 2008.

English Speaking Course for Mothers

Construction On for New Wing at SPS

Mothers of our students have eagerly grabbed the chance of
learning English Conversation being offered free of cost to
them by SPS. The 15-day programme begins in April 2008.
Two batches are already fully booked in advance. Mrs.
Neelam Ratanjee, Programme Coordinator, says, "The classes aim at empowering the mothers to become partners in
education with the school. Apart from gaining familiarity

Construction is going on in full swing to add a new wing to
the existing building at SPS by July 2008. The expansion
will house the Physics, Chemistry and Biology laboratories in
well-designed spaces. It will also have multimedia resource
centres, lecture theaters for computer-aided instruction. New
facilities coming up will be the Language Lab, Social Science
Lab, Mathematics Lab and a workshop for Work Experience.

Get to Know Mr. Rohit Ratanjee, Director, SPS
Mr Ratanjee has over 25 years experience in the field of education. His educational qualifications
include a B.A. Honours Economics (Delhi), M.A. (Economics) and M.Ed. (Curriculum Development).
Besides having taught Economics, Social Science and English for nine years at the India School in
Kabul, Afghanistan he has held the post of Principal/Headmaster at the Indian Embassy School in
Kabul, SOS Hermann Gmeiner School (SOS Kinderdorf International) in Bhimtal (Nainital), SOS
Hermann Gmeiner School (SOS Kinderdorf International) in Faridabad, SOS Hermann Gmeiner School
(SOS Kinderdorf International) in Varanasi, Coast Guard Public School, Daman (Daman & Diu UT),
Vagad Gurukul International School, Vasai and the Tulip International School in Ahmedabad.
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Snapshots

K S OILS TOP MANAGEMENT WITH STATE BANK OF INDIA DELEGATION

(Left to Right) Indranil Saha, Sandip Taori, Saurabh Garg(ED-KSO), Sanjay Agarwal(MD-KSO), D. K. Jain (CGM-State Bank of India), Ramesh Garg(Chairman-KSO), J. C. Bhutani (DGM-State Bank of India), Rohit
Ratanjee (Director, Scholars’ Public School), P.K. Gupta (AGM-State Bank of India), Vikram Bhatnagar (AGM-State Bank of India), R. K. Bansal (Chief Manager - State Bank of India)

CONGRATULATIONS DAVESH & PARUL

SBI delegates in Chairman’s chamber

44

SBI delegates in Small Packaging unit

SBI delegates in Morena plant

26 January 2008

The ‘Jaimala’

The ‘Baraat’

The fun n frolic

The ‘Havan’
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ACTIVITIES AT SCHOLARS’ PUBLIC SCHOOL, MORENA
2

1

1&2. Students participate in Fancy Dress
Competition at Scholars’ Public School
3. Tug-of-war 4. School Director Mr. Rohit
Ratanjee flags off a race

3

4

: MP Cabinet Minister Mr. Rustam Singh(left) along with Mr Ramesh Garg blessing the newly-wedded couple

The ‘Pheras’

The ‘Vidaai’

(Left to right): R Ganesh, Shailendra ji, VS Behla, Davesh, Parul, Mrs Kiran Shailendra, Mrs Rita Behla & Mrs Usha Ganesh
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Wellness

Golden rules to remember
Umesh Maheswari (Accounts, Ratlam) shares twenty secrets, which can help
you achieve success in life
1 If you want to do something for someone, don't let caste, creed, region, religion, age and character of the person hold
you back. Be like the Sun and Moon, which spread their light to every nook and corner of the world.

2 Nothing is worth risking your reputation.
3 Before accusing anybody, look within yourself first.
4 If you can't offer water to someone, don't also think of giving poison.
5 Ganging up against one lone opponent, like the Kauravas, is as bad as it is good to battle an army alone, like Abhimanyu.
6 Are you giving back to the company more than what you are getting from it?
7 Be smart in not only earning, but also saving, for yourself and the company.
8 It is better to be the enemy of a brave man than to befriend a hundred cowards.
9 To progress in life, always listen to what your critics have to say rather than believing the praises of flatterers.
10 You might not be rich and famous. But the freedom you enjoy as a common man makes you the richest in the world.
11 Wait for your turn, never take shortcuts in life. Or on Judgment Day too, you will be first in line.
12 To live with your head held high, adopt the qualities of great leaders.
13 When somebody asks you for something, you should thank the almighty that he has made you so capable.
14 Learn to make best use of your time, it will add to your knowledge.
15 Always be humble to a person who can do something you can't.
16 If you are healthy and your body organs in working order, never complain, but thank God.
17 If you are able to get a good night's sleep, you enjoy God's special blessings.
18 A dream is not something you see with your eyes closed, but something which will not let you rest till you achieve it.
19 Mental health is more important than physical health.
20 Do consider donations which cost you nothing, but would change the lives of others i.e. blood, eyes etc.
Management Fundamentals
Once upon a time, a teacher lived with her young son in a remote village. Her son was arrogant by nature. Everyday, she
would request her son to study, but he never listened and would continue playing and wasting his time. The mother realised
that physical punishment would not help. So, one day she told her son that if he did not study she would not eat her meal.
The son, however, did not bother and continued to play. But when he realised that his mother had not taken her lunch and
dinner, he started feeling guilty. He first completed his homework and then went to his mother with food. The mother realised
that her son had changed for the better and she hugged him tightly.
Moral: One should always lead by example rather than forcing his or her ideas on others.
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Rekha Jain, numerologist and

Know your next three months
Aries
April: You're likely to
travel abroad. A good
time for success in
endeavours. Be careful, there are chances of an accident.
If buying a vehicle, please consult an
astrologer. Keep a check on your BP.
May: A court decision may go against
you. Take the advice of elders. Poor
health may continue.
June: Think less, act more. Be alert, a
colleague might prove unreliable.

Taurus
April/ May: You have
tremendous energy,
but don't start any
new work as chances
of success are less. Also, try to see the
other side of the coin. Try not to get
easily disturbed. Keep working hard
and God will reward you. There are
chances of leg injury.
June: Work hard on your business/job,
otherwise you can be in trouble. Be
careful about your hands and legs.

Gemini
April:
You
have
achieved a lot, but
don't be content.
Behave with maturity.
May: It's a long struggle, but don't get
disheartened. An elder is likely to help
you. Take care of the health of elders.
June: Some relationship outside the
family is likely to be exposed and
cause disturbance at home. So better
end it now. Be careful about stomach
and intestine related problems.

Cancer
April: This is a very
good time for you.
Celebrations in the
home are expected.
You are likely to work on some good
projects. Health will remain good.
May: You tend to not share your
problems, which may cause stress and
other health problems. Talk to elders.
June: Health problems are possible,
specially heart related. Share what's in
your heart with family.

Leo
April: You are careless
about health. Take
food and medicine on
time. Serious health
problems are likely, specially related to
the kidneys. Don't start any new work.
May: A favourable month. Take advice
from elders or your boss. You will see
success in any new project. Health will
remain good.
June: A good time for you. You're likely to go abroad. Health will be good.

Virgo
April: You may get a
house yet. Finance
related problems may
cause tension. Health
will be disturbed, listen to devotional
songs, it will help.
May: All tensions will come to an end.
Be careful about your physical health,
specially above the navel portion.
June: You can buy a house, but don't
depend on outside financial help since
it's unlikely. Mental stress is likely.

Libra
April: A good time for
you financially and
health
wise.
But
respect elders in the
family and keep your ego aside.
May: You are likely to feel lonely.
Trouble in the family’s finances are
expected.
June: You’re likely to get some very
good news. Health will recover, control your emotions and avoid childish
behaviour.

Scorpio
April: Some unknown
enemy is likely to confront you. You may
face problems at work
and in health. Don't take on any new
work. Near and dear ones may not
support you.
May: Emotionally, a very good time, a
person is likely to help you. Health will
be good.
June: Health problems are likely, so
keep a check on your diet.

tarot reader can be seen on ‘Mangalsutra’,
the forecast programme at 2.30 pm on
India TV.
Contact : 098115-59102
http:\\www.rekhajain-healing.blogspot.com

Sagittarius
April: Family life will
be disturbed, planned
work will not be executed,
relationship
with your spouse may not be the best.
Take care of your heart.
May: Life will be smooth, with occasional hiccups. Stay on top of your
work. Take precautions as blood related problems are likely.
June: Children may be demanding.
Asthma related problems are likely.

Capricorn
April:
Remain
focussed. You are over
ambitious, so control
your emotions or
health will be affected.
May: Health related problems may
continue. Pray, take special care of
your health.
June: Spouse or elders will be supportive. You can increase your scope
at work. You have the stars on your
side. Health will be good.

Aquarius
April: Don't start any
new work, handle
cash
properly.
Headaches
or
migraines are likely. Do meditation to
avoid mental stress. Tension is likely.
May: Health will recover and remain
good, a lot of new opportunities for
you.
June: Stars favour you. You can start a
new business, health will improve, but
take food and medicines on time.

Pisces
April: Take care of
your health, share
your emotions, and let
out your anger in a
controlled manner. Bathe 2-3 times.
May: A lot of opportunities await you.
Frustrations will end, health will
improve.
June: Health might deteriorate.
Donate 5 to 10 percent from whatever your earnings to the poor or to a
temple.
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Humour

My first day in the company

O

ne day while walking down
the street a highly successful
Recruitment Manager was
tragically hit by a bus and she died.
Her soul arrived up in Heaven, where
she was met at the Pearly Gates by
God himself.
"Welcome to Heaven," said God.
"Before you get settled in though, it
seems we have a problem. You see,
strangely enough, we've never once
had a person from HR Department,
especially from K S Oils make it this
far, and we're not really sure what to
do with you."
"No problem, just let me in," said
the girl .
"Well, I'd like to, but I have
higher orders. What we're going to
do is let you have a day in
Hell and a day in Heaven
and then you can
choose whichever one
you want to spend
an eternity in."
"Actually, I
think I've made up
my mind, I prefer
to stay in Heaven",

48

said the girl "Sorry, we have rules..."
And with that God put the executive
in an elevator and it went downdown-down to hell.
The doors opened and she found
herself stepping out onto the putting
green of a beautiful golf course. In the
distance was a country club and
standing in front of her were all her
friends - fellow executives, seniors
and, of course, her
boss that she
had worked
with and
they were
welldressed
and cheering for her.
They ran
up and happily welcomed her
and talked about
old times. They
played an excellent round of
musical chairs
like they played
earlier at some
party at K S Oils
and at night went
to the country club
where she enjoyed an
excellent dinner.
She met the Devil who
was actually a really
nice guy (kind of
cute) and had a
great time telling
jokes and dancing.
She was having such a good
time that before
she knew it, it was
time to leave.
Everybody shook her
hand and waved
goodbye as she got on
the elevator.
The elevator went up-upup and opened back up at the
Pearly Gates and found God waiting

for her. "Now it's time to spend a day
in heaven," he said.
So she spent the next 24 hours
lounging around on clouds and playing the harp and singing. She had a
great time and before she knew it her
24 hours were up and God came and
got her.
"So, you've spent a day in hell and
you've spent a day in heaven. Now
you must choose your eternity." The
girl paused for a second and then
replied, "Well, I never thought I'd say
this, I mean, Heaven has been really
great and all, but I think I had a better time in Hell."
So, God escorted her to the elevator and again she went down-downdown back to Hell. When the doors of
the elevator opened she found herself
standing in a desolate wasteland covered in garbage and filth.
She saw her friends were dressed
in rags and were picking up the
garbage and putting it in sacks. The
Devil came up to her and put his arm
around her.
"I don't understand," stammered
the girl, "yesterday I was here and
there was enjoyment, fun and a
country club and we ate dinner and
we danced and had a great time.
Now, there is a wasteland of garbage
and all my friends look miserable."
The Devil looked at her, smiled and
said...
"Yesterday we were recruiting you,
today you're an employee..."
Contributed by Jaya Azad
(Manager Recruitment), inspired by
a story from Internet.
(People at K S Oils also enjoy
being at the receiving end of a joke.
Since you cannot stop it, why not join
the fun seems to be the motto. This
article is an instance and, coming
from the Recruitment Manager, it
is no indication of how she handles
the recruitments. So agree several
new recruits, who have come
through her office.)
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